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Preface
This book describes the coming end of the world as we know it. It also violates long held book &
barroom standards which require no mixing of brewed with distilled, or truth & fiction. My
career as an author bartender is dead on arrival, it seems.
Both symbolic and intentional, the fictional prologue and epilogue represent hypothetical
players in otherwise true and actual soon-to-arrive Earth changes. The chapters themselves set
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out developments which shall follow in the wake of coming events, which are already underway
as these words are written. Erratic weather events, temperature peaks and lows, storms,
eruptions and more are examples of the just the beginning. The pattern isn't yet obvious but
will become unmistakably exciting and terrifying for some of us aboard Planet Earth.
The world isn't ending because of destruction of our planet. No natural disasters or attacks will
happen to do this. No attack from Alien ET visitors will ever happen. Current human ways of life
are what will end, just as always happens. The difference now is, the changes are not human
controlled and will be much quicker than human social habits have typically changed over the
course of known and accepted Earth history.
Abrupt geophysical upheaval and changes on a global scale HAVE occurred, but this is denied
because proof is lacking. Proof of future events cannot exist, but oblivious skeptics will not
allow this obvious fact to block their path. At this point you might be wondering what
specifically are the changes, but I don't think a book about them would be popular. Few of us
will believe it; who wants to hear "bad news"?
I have detailed the upcoming events on my website for some time, and the readership has
pestered my guides regularly for details, dates, locations, advice and recommendations. The
problem with this is, how much any one event affects any one person is highly variable; most
folks want specifics for themselves, not what might be happening way across yonder, if far
away developments don't affect them personally. If you live in Canada, do you care who's
elected Prime Minister of, or about earthquake damage in, New Zealand? Unless you're going
there for earthquake related work, or the Prime Minister's family manages your local
investments or you own something in that country….
As events unfold, you will see and experience them. Whether or not you believe now or admit
your current disbelief later on, when you discover forecasts were & are true, does not matter.
Look forward, not back and consider what improvements humans can make.
I have no desire to be considered an accurate predictor of future events; the desire for accurate
forecasts drives primarily human attempts to get better salaries, prices, investments, wealth,
love and sex, not necessarily in that order.
―― o ――
I began channeling in 2012 after much prodding, urging and hard shoves to the back from my
Guardian Angel Guides, or GAGs as I prefer to abbreviate.
For more than eight years, "The Committee" as I have nicknamed my trio of GAGs, has
telepathically conversed with me on a broad variety of topics, including alien ETs
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(extraterrestrials). This resulted in the March 2018 release of The Alien Handbook - A Guide To
Extraterrestrials, in which not only my GAGs but ETs themselves answered my inquires and
explained themselves.
I chose the nickname "GAGs" precisely because many people believe the process a joke.
Themselves sensitive to criticism and ridicule, they assume I will be also ―humans judge others
in units of themselves― and politely drop the subject. A large majority of humans would
probably reject the idea most humans even have telepathic ability, if it were possible to
accurately survey billions of ourselves. This is most curious because it's no small minority who
believe a medium, psychic or fortune teller can provide information not otherwise available,
such as predicting the future. The more capable ones earn a tidy sum for their ability to gaze
into things most of us cannot foresee. A majority of us also believe these folks are quirks, but
the ability is most natural if unacknowledged, thus unknown in & by most humans.
Channeling of telepathically delivered information aside, what's coming to Earth? What's going
to happen to bring about changes in things such as what is listed in the Table of Contents?
Earthquakes, storms, volcanic eruptions, lower sunlight reaching Earth's surface, rising sea
levels, reduced and modified agricultural output, significant changes to crude oil use, much
reduced use of cars, airplanes, ocean going ships, cargo and transport, wandering magnetic
poles, haphazard thus unreliable navigation, unreliable GPS, greatly reduced human and also
animal reproductive ability thus human population reductions, and the list goes on. The most
obvious effect will be significant economic retraction, leading to a new golden age for humans.
Ever notice on Star Trek nobody uses any money? No Vulcan dollars, Romulan pounds or
Federation pesos. Lots of commerce, smuggling and trading happen, but cash never comes into
play. Right there is a major forecast hint about the future .
Going away along with all the above changes will be protracted wars in general, most armed
skirmishes, trade antagonism, racial hostility, division, skepticism and fear. Bowing to an encore
performance to include more humans than ever before ―over the one thousand centuries
humans have been present on Earth― will be acceptance, understanding, love, compassion,
responsibility, goodwill and good deeds at unprecedented levels. Perfection isn't coming
―because it doesn't exist, it isn't possible― but large scale improvements are.
Money, earnings, social prestige derived from work & pay, fancy possessions, luxury for its own
sake, envy, avarice, fear, criticism, critical judgment arising from fear heavily masked as
authority and superiority, all will also fall way back and in some cases, fade away completely.
Humans will lose the appetite for the daily platefuls of bullshit we now consume under the
assumption it's simply normal. Soon to follow will be loss of ability to manufacture bull
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droppings, cow manure and horse crap in amount & speed now simply expected, or even taken
for granted.
As volcanoes pump ash high into the atmosphere in volumes which obscure a fair portion of
sunlight from reaching the surface, solar wind will also disrupt GPS navigation. The Earth's
magnetosphere will oscillate, convulse and twist enough so that magnetic poles, both north
and south, will from time to time shift position hundreds of kilometers in only hours. This will
wreak havoc with aircraft and ship navigation. Many things which depend on global satellite
positioning will run amok.
As crude oil production drops, recovers, drops again, recovers once more only to drop again
due to physical events and geophysical forces, prices will rise and remain so high that
everything from plastics to fuels will make almost any use uneconomic. The effects on local,
long distance and intercontinental transportation will be profound.
Employment will drop to less than half of what humans have grown accustomed to seeing as
normal, and human ideas about professions, work, employment, careers, money and most of
all, status and perceptions of self-worth, will be changed fundamentally.
Humans will be seen by each other for what we think, not our jobs, professions or career.
Certain professions will become highly valued, others such as medicine will continue to be held
in high esteem yet others now pursued and given social prestige, will become far less popular
or simply lose both prestige and money altogether.
Technology will not cease to advance; to the contrary it will likely advance faster than has been
the case but much more for its own sake. Investment for financial return drives a large amount
of innovation; many ideas are now left aside because investors want low financial risk and high
profits, the meaning to human lives almost beside the point. When The Shift has developed and
nears completion, betterment for mankind will become the point it currently is not.
Financial pressure upon currently rich people will be protracted; some of the very wealthy now
warped into distorted human beliefs, will re-learn then adapt. Most sadly will not, returning to
their home of Heaven without reaching new levels.
The illusion of scarcity, fear of poverty and shortage, assumptions of luxury and human
paradigms of behavior will all change. Human confidence will generally rise, human concerns
will drop.
As these changes come to pass, beginning in the not distant future and developing through
coming decades, human society will advance handsomely. In addition to developments in
specific areas of human life, what messages do our Guardian Angel Guides ―our GAGs― have
for us?
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This book answers these questions and explores imminent and future changes to benefit us,
one and all.

Prologue
Doshar walked through the passageway towards the electromagnetic hatch, the
transporter physical sensation fading, just as lightheadedness from suddenly standing after
kneeling. The bright bluish black of the universe outside the ship’s porthole screens formed a
canvas across which stars spread wings and light to guide the voyage.
Doshar continued walking and approached the gateway, the electromagnetic blocking
zone dropped as another simultaneously materialized behind him, allowing entry into the next
chamber. He continued at the same pace, no interruption to his steps as he turned the corner;
the conference room arrived, opening up to each side as he entered, its floor descending slowly
towards the center stage. The semicircular seats were empty, he was the first to arrive, now
understanding why the magnetic lock was not yet open. He looked straight forward and
imagined his assigned spot; a bluish green diagram appeared in the air, floating before him,
indicating the seat number in the upper right corner of his vision field, a red arrow the path. In
a moment he was there; a flat, upright panel slowly dropped from its vertical holding position,
changed shape and formed a chair custom fitted to his body; it rose a little and after Doshar sat,
the chair lowered him into place for the lecture. A three dimensional floating control module
appeared as reddish orange light; he gently thought "Preview"; instantly the image of the
lecturer appeared and began to speak about the program soon to start. He focused,
concentrated and watched.
"The development of bipeds on this planet has occurred in stages, with mass
dislocations and restarts to civilizations, the latest of which neither remembers nor recalls
preceding evolutions," explained the lecturer to attendees in the now full lecture hall. They all
gave fixed, rapt attention to the presentation.
"As we review the components of each civilization, you will note the absence of a carrythrough; knowledge and understanding of the physical environment, along with the ability to
control these elements, have been lost and relearned over the several developments. The
pattern is uneven, with many technologies lost and where repeated, in different patterns. This
makes our task more straightforward than visitations to other systems, for many of you
participants. The unique quality to this planet is how lost technical knowledge and application
are stored in the higher soul, separated from subconscious awareness of surface inhabitants.
This has created, in the rare case of this planet and dominant civilization, an observation
opportunity not requiring previous investigation experience. We have not encountered this
situation in the Canopus system and have only heard of it from associates traveling from the
Pleiades Cluster and Arcturus. We believe intergalactic intelligence has catalogued this
circumstance several times, from the expected rate of incidence, but we have no specific
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knowledge beyond that from the Arcturans and Pleiadians."
The group shifted in its seats as the speaker paused, all faces straight with the thoughts
just taken in.
"Are there any questions to this point?" the lecturer thought to the audience, as all
understood his thought.
An orange bronze glow rose slowly around a young female several rows below and to
the right of Doshar. Each attendee rotated in place to gaze and smile at her, as she thought out
loud, to everyone, "Are there remnants of prior civilizations, influential to the beings we
observe?"
"No," thought the lecturer, "pleasantly and surprisingly. Previous methods for medical
treatment, levitation and power generation are not found by the current inhabitants;
moreover, communication has developed from sound wave creation and perception, absent
the usual methods. Preferred by them are codes using symbols, clusters, groups and thought
formations created; look on your floating image screens."
The symbols for letter, character, word, sentence, phrase, paragraph, essay and book
appeared.
"These characters represent sound waves produced by vibrating tissue in the skeletal
nerve and sustenance conduit below the cranium, and require embedded organs to receive and
transmit to the brain."
The lecturer paused a moment as a faint bluish red glow grew above another attendee.
The lecturer looked there and smiled, thinking "Yes?"
"Do interfaces of electromagnetic energy and physical density appear commonly?"
thought the questioner, as the audience understood in silence.
"Yes" thought the lecturer, “however, physical bodies remain unaware of the
connection, understanding neither effects upon them nor those reaching others of the species.”
The entire group had the same thought of surprise and all looked upon each other
quickly before returning attention to the thinker, who spoke before them.
"This will be interesting for those of you to communicate" continued the lecturer
thinker, "because the contacts you will make are unaware of this, they rely on sounds. Many
physical traits accompany this process called speech. In addition to sound waves, body
movements show intent and understanding, this recognition automatic and of purely visual
nature. A majority among the species understand feelings of combinations, as all communicate
by manifesting thoughts with physical gestures; there is increased preference for remote
viewing of spoken information from and for members of the species, as technology now
provides the capability commonly, a recent technological development."
Doshar shifted in his seat, imagining this planet identified as 465, called Earth by its
inhabitants. Imminent arrival meant he would close his lecture notes to prepare; the floating
electronic image shrunk quickly into a dot then disappeared, the green light from his chest
shutting down. He looked at the floor, his legs and hands and wondered about resemblance to
the form of creatures to be observed he had seen in preparatory classes; would the sensations
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of presence and sight change his opinion? Would variations of brown skin tint appear as strange
as others said it could?
Doshar looked to the right at his colleagues and then left at the portscreen, which
displayed the same bluish black background and stars, knowing it would soon turn gray. An
announcement came to everyone's thoughts, that 465 would soon appear just as the
Celesturian would drop out of spherical warp and enter approach vectors for orbit.
No sooner did the announcement end, did the screen become gray from the corners,
then appearing a distant star in one corner and adjacent to it, a bluish green planet covered in
white swirls.
"The vapor atmospheric transport" Doshar thought as it grew quickly from a small spot
to fill the screen from edge to edge. He activated the zoom function and indicated view of
population clusters; many appeared. He chose size listing and percentiles, selecting a fifty
percent location randomly from the several appearing in the range size, in the middle of the list.
The numeric code matched the symbolic name of this location. Doshar remembered
numerological rules apply on this planet, as are universal mathematical relationships across the
galaxy. The location was found; Doshar checked corresponding numbers for symbols. The name
matched code, although it held no meaning yet for him. He opened a new view field on this
application, searching for explanations of the sound communication techniques. Doshar saw
the place name originated by such method, later written when written symbols for sounds
became common. Curiosity flared; how did this method apply in practice?
“Bindar” he thought, as he touched the screen icon for his friend.
“Yes, Doshar” replied Bindar, “a question?”
“Indeed” thought Doshar. “I wish to understand this sound use for communication,
specifically a sample. Has one been copied or recorded in a previous visit?”
“Certainly, many of them” answered Bindar. “You must understand the physics briefly,
so you know what you will hear is different from what the inhabitants hear.”
“What are the physics?”
“The atmosphere is composed of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide. The proportions
provide a density limiting velocity waves; transliteration to our gaseous levels modify the
sound. You will not hear nuances necessary to their use of this method. Sound as we know
them exists there, speed and density higher than ours will create a challenge to differentiation;
their cerebral organs discriminate sound, making classification easier. Tone and pace convey
much meaning, more than we use. Detail of thought we employ is provided by them through a
combination of direct sound created in the body, projected through the oral cavity, physical
gestures and the type of sound.”
Doshar thought about this a moment and then asked “would this be similar to
electromagnetic coloration?”
“This is a good comparison” answered Bindar. “Unique yet the interrelationship you
suggest is good.”
Suddenly on Doshar’s screen appeared a message from Bindar, a sample sound file
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opening, prompting Doshar to place sound capsules over his three ears. He understood the
explanation from the file as its thoughts answered his questions. He now sensed this Earth
communication; how strange he thought yet to know it was common among ancient ancestors
of many permutations was enlightening.
“I sense you’ve now perceived this” said Bindar's thoughts to Doshar, “and you will
better understand when observed.”
“Yes and thank you” responded Doshar. “I now see how and what transpired among us
long ago.”
“Our hosts, who will not understand they are hosting us, will not appreciate into their
future what you have sensed of our past, remember this always. The few and the exceptions
will capture the nuance; it is so uncommon as not to exist, by common ideas and perceptions of
our hosts. Enjoy your observations, I wish you now.”
With that, Bindar clicked out of Doshar’s conscious perception, leaving Doshar to
himself. Planet 465 loomed large in the screen as he prepared files and equipment for the
transfer to surface observation craft.
Doshar joined his assigned colleagues aboard. The massive, pointed main ship they were
about to depart would launch them from its large, leading flat nose opposite a pointed tail,
through a port opened specifically for this purpose. Excited was Doshar to now experience
actual launching, not the many simulations; observation and view of Planet 465 without
interstellar gray intrigued him; he would think into his ideas and mind, what practice runs did
not provide.
The team leader rose to think to them everyone, pointing to screens around the ferry
travel chamber, thinking “We shall observe a unique humanoid upon this planet, one who
listens to our thoughts presented; clarity is mixed, as our speech abilities long ago discarded
gave way to automatic thought. The observed subject is by comparison, reversed; he
communicates with peers by speech. Thoughts to ideas between us are to him, what are
speech sensations for the many of you.”
A long thought spread through the main cabin capsule of this round surface ferry. Doshar
file buffered the conversation, allowing himself a look outside, to examine the vessel's
appearance. He had never seen her exterior, only interior spaces and equipment. He thought of
his control console, it then reliably appeared before him and indicated “Views; Exterior”.
Growing from invisible into a needle sized starting tip, a projected orange glow expanded
for Doshar to scroll through. The first view showed a round, circular exterior of medium satin
silver gray, vertical sides above a steep outward flaring skirt; the ship was capped with round
dome. Two rows of lights extended entirely around, one on the bottom edge of the lower flared
skirt, the other on top of the vertical sides at the base of the dome cap, able to be illuminated
in any color, still or moving combination required.
Bottom hatches disappeared when closed, as did hatches for the surface gravity legs. The
self sufficient ship derived all power from a plasma inverter and single molecule fission
generator. Equipped with the standard light reflex generator and attenuator as the main ship, it
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had complete invisibility to Planet 465 inhabitants, using a radio wave replicator to disguise by
neutralization reflections from detection by electromagnetic signals also used on Planet 465.
Doshar returned his attention to the team leader, who thoughts were broadcast to the
group.
“We and many visitors have made regular contact with 465 inhabitants; which has
increased significantly over the most recent twenty two thousand spherical rotations, the single
darkness to light cycle called 'days'. Inhabitants mark these as time passage, also counting laps
about their central star. They have no regular means for measurement of their galaxial
movement and do not track true ellipses or the oscillating line the planet traces; the relativity
of position to the central star is the priority and often, sole focus.”
Doshar thought his question to the team leader, who acknowledged and looked his way.
“Where no intergalactical position reference is used, might we believe the inhabitants
perceive a sequential, linear existence and series of events?”
“Yes, precisely” thought the team leader, “this is exactly what shall be observed. Just as
many civilizations of denser matter develop cycles based upon central star light energy, the
practice has developed on 465. Most inhabitants do not perceive relativity of position, detected
only with equipment few inhabitants possess or care to have.”
“Thank you” thought Doshar, who quickly added, “do bodily functions require this?”
“Certainly, the body design was adapted to utilize generally involuntary and thus, an
unaware soul departure from the body; called sleep. The bipeds, calling themselves humans,
utilize one quarter to one third of each rotation cycle for physical inactivity. The energetic
essence of their existence, just as ours, departs the body during these interludes. We will have
much contact with surface inhabitants in this supra-conscious state. Awareness of it is broad,
yet this portion of each rotation is considered subconscious activity of the brain organ; 465
inhabitant bipeds are almost entirely unaware their physical interaction state is subject and
subordinated to supra-conscious energy of permanent existence; as a result they refer to it
inversely, as the ‘subconscious’ state it is oviously not.”
“Over the most recent twelve to fourteen thousand rotations,” the team leader
continued, “they have used recently developed atmospheric craft to approach visitor ships
entering 465's atmosphere. In isolated incidents, inhabitants have attempted pre-emptive
defense attacks. All were and are neutralized, lessons learned at both ends; we discovered the
steep recent increase in technological advancement has created comparisons among
inhabitants to prior technology. They have extrapolated incorrectly, exactly as has occurred
throughout the universe. This is logical, as foresight of development from their dense existence
is not possible, having been first individually thus collectively blocked. This is the product of
linear time distortion.”
Doshar’s thoughts were tugged toward another visit team member who thought to the
leader, “What is this time concept you have mentioned?”
The team leader replied “because of idle physical segments where the energetic soul
leaves the body, memory of events is grouped into segments when awake. Because half the
planet surface is always illuminated, half dark, circular paths any surface spot traced by rotation
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are seen as a straight line, the same spot upon the surface fixed in location. Relative to itself
and immediate surroundings, yes; a need to add cycles or divide them into segments, counting
smaller divisions or larger sums, is called time.”
“Why is this done?” inquired the team member.
“Coordination of acts, just as we do” came the team leader’s reply. “As we understand,
location is most important yet we coordinate relative to each place and unit encountered. We
recognize and measure elliptical routes through the galaxy and universe, adding elements to be
most efficient on point. Like each satellite, Planet 465 traces ellipses as it orbits, relative to the
other elements surface beings track, follow or plot only with specialized equipment. Surface
beings do not have multi plane movement ability,” he thought to them as he extended his arms
far out and traced a circle about and above himself. “The hard surface of their density creates a
one plane view; utilization of air pressure differential to travel above the surface is also
conducted only to join surface points; scant perception of destinations off the flat plane exists.
Travel and coordination of arrival fit the sequential view of events which create time.”
“How strange” thought Doshar to himself privately, so as not to interrupt with thoughts
to the group, “just as I believed when I was a child.”
The leader continued: “Our visit will first include observation of energy beings assigned to
the surface dwellers in dense dimensions. We will observe conversations of thought
unrecognized by a great majority of 465 residents. This uncommon method will give insight into
the interfaces we assume typical. The experience will serve much purpose to you all as we
watch examples of life patterns and thoughts where such exisence is not understood or rarely
acknowledged.”
The ferry rose as its reverse ion propulsion lifted it towards the hatchway exit from the
main ship. The gateway now open, it departed Celesturian with great speed, using the pull of
the planet 465's magnetic field to catapult itself into a descent to the surface.
Doshar watched the sky intently, turning from a dark grayish black to a darker indigo
blue, gradually lightening to a shallow then deep medium blue, just as chemical analysis
described. Surface water was itself a darker blue, varied by oxygen content, density and depth.
Abundant water vapor reflected brilliant white from the star’s light. The solid surface green,
brown, beige and gray, a mixture of hues and shades emerging as the ferry descended.
Team Leader came before the group and thought to them “we now approach our
observation point; our ship is invisible to surface inhabitants, undetected by electromagnetic
means. Through this moment we have moved more quickly than their current technology
knows, from here we move inside limit of local airborne craft, but undetectable. We shall
approach a meeting of curious inhabitants gathered to question another inhabitant able to
relay telepathic messages in a human spoken language. We suggest you note the importance
given to use of identifiers; as each inhabitant comes to the collective attention of the group, a
label called a name will be offered. These monikers are used as file labels, for each physical
inhabitant represents just one soul, just as we do. Multiple, subsequent souls for physical
beings you have all studied, are not practiced here save for extremely rare but permissible
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occurrences. Simultaneous control of two or more souls while in a body is considered a mental
abnormality, even a mind sickness. The singularity of one soul to one body is the paramount,
defining feature of the civilization. Soul existence before a body’s birth, growth and its
perpetuity after dysfunction of the physical, has always been known but is very limited. Bear
this in mind throughout our visit and with that, we shall turn to the meeting and observe.”
The ferry flew horizontally to approach the coast, at a height equivalent to its own
fuselage above the water, below the speed of sound through the atmosphere. Solid land
approached; the ferry rose and followed the hard surface profile; indications of surface
inhabitant modifications appeared and intensified. Soon many structures were seen. The ship
passed over a dense central cluster and slowed to a crawl, rising and hovering over a low, wide
building. Team members understood Team Leader thoughts, who explained.
“The human issuing voval sound uses words of the language to relay messages from a
higher contact. This entity is a single intelligence, separate from the permanent angels of the
person you observe speak. As have we, genders exist in many Planet 465 physical beings; this
one is male. His guides, what the inhabitants call Angels, prepare and guide him to receive
information. Information and answers come from the guides. It is a purpose of the speaker,
among his many, to translate this way. We will hear his sound waves, you shall understand his
thoughts before words, much as your own communications occur. Remember at all times,
listeners will rarely recognize or acknowledge if they do, the thought component of what is said
to them, even though it always forms an integral part of messages.”
The ship remained still, cloaked and hidden from all detection by any means within
capability of Planet 465 residents. The image of the human speaker and audience was
transmitted into the ferry observation room. The human before his audience spoke, in response
to a question.
“Because you live in this rhythm of what we call time, you might not perceive your
existence as possible away from it, so I will give an example, okay? As we awaken from sleep,
we look to the sky for a hint about the time. Sunlight of each cycle divided into segments is easy
habit to see as universal, our planet and small enough to make it easy to see this.
Distance is the passage of time, which does not exist. Compactness or massiveness are
normal.
If normal for us on Earth, it is nevertheless not reality. A removal of time illusion will
make us remember that light is location; you move with it. It surrounds and accompanies; we
do not follow or chase it, we ARE it.
Enjoy time in the slowness of light speed as we have it; wonderful it is to observe the
instantaneousness of light through your air. When ability to see all things in all places, as we
will go to them, returns to our perceptions, we'll miss the Earth, its stepped perceptions and
measured pace.
Light diffused by thick clouds of Venus compares to nothing we know. Remember the
glorious sunset cloud colors on Earth, a small portion of Heaven we'll see again. Brilliant blue
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sunsets, orange grass and red trees will remind us of Earth dusk of our eyes and light.
This is who we are. It awaits our return, as we left it to come here. We're beings of
light; consider space capsules in orbit, gravity pulling us along.”
Doshar sat transfixed.

Chapter 1

Message To The Incarnated No. 1

The Committee speaks to us, without questions & answers; just a speech; how condescending.
"Greetings fellow travelers of the universe, members of the existence of souls everywhere.
Sarcastic is this idea we would be condescending yet accurate is it also; descent to mean drop,
lowering, slowing and looking from higher to lower is accurate.
We go not into Earth, below the physical surface of the planet, thus reaching the surface from
space above, where no atmosphere surrounds, is a lowering and in this way we descend with
you, with descent, condescension.
To speak or communicate, from above to below, we do not. You are not above us, nor the
reverse. We serve you and have been honored to be chosen for this role. To follow and guide
the typist, as he calls himself, of course we have however secondary was this choice to the
purpose of our role.
Primarily to speak to all of you in ways and means which we always have, before your
incarnation and after, is what we have been asked to do; we gladly accepted.
To ask another being to fulfill a role occurs well after consideration of ability; as you on Earth
have long since discovered, the greatest talent, ability and skill any candidate might bring to the
job if chosen and given its tasks, is desire. S/he who wants the job for the job, is among and
often the best qualified.
It is a personal compliment of the highest order to be recognized and acknowledged as
possessing this trait, and surely we say unto you all now, this we had. Only after your typist
scribe was asked to play this role, were we asked and did he approach and offer.
Thus have we moved to the point and place of human time, where the messages we might offer
began delivery and happy we are to smile from all ears to all other ears, at the things we have
said and moreover, been asked to say. That even one human above us has listened and
enjoyed, fulfills our greatest hopes and desires for our trade, business, vocation and mission.
An era draws to a close in the universe, as these words are offered. This is the image many
humans will see. It is not accurate, for what truly happens now is the birth of a new way.
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Happy, elated and overjoyed are we to see, feel and be this way. This road, path, course and
trail, is the way back home for you all.
Change is good because nothing preceding is lost; change is gain. New gifts need not require
other offerings or giving set aside. Additions build, not replace. What you have, you do always;
what you gain, likewise.
To give is to receive, for life is a mirror even though incarnation does not physically reflect
automatically what surrounds and composes you. We assure you, all of you are mirrors and
gleam bright with the light of your abundance, appearances to the contrary nonetheless.
Fear not what comes now to Earth; she will shake and shudder with the new way, as its energy
courses through all of you and your planet, simultaneously. The new era will open the way
forward mankind already followed but often chose not to see. Often for most, always for a
minority, never for a smaller group yet, every day also for others on the opposite side of the
process.
Just as what you can see is not visible to everyone, you see not everything of & from everyone
else, either. Your unique personality is a result of this, the product. The great challenge, ―the
greatest as we see it to be, in our humble opinion― is to know that you are more than what
you see around yourself and far more than what s/he who surrounds you sees.
Earth will shake, rumble, belch, quake and pulsate just as she always has and does. Your
physical movements will change along with Earth's changes, and a portion of you will choose to
see these changes as detrimental. They are not.
A motor is not its oil. Humans have come to perceive the value and worth of another incarnated
soul as a quantity of lubricant. What you are able to employ to influence others to your
satisfaction, is not you. What can be sold and bought plays a character in the sideshow of the
members of mankind, but no more than that.
Too much emphasis is given to scarcity; often when these words are offered does a reader or
listener think of abundance in material ways. This emphasizes scarcity, which does not exist.
Scarcity does not exist in your mind, does not exist for your soul in its energetic existence and
scarcity does not exist in your physical environment. The idea and the perception they do, is no
more than an idea you think you see. It does not exist outside of beliefs and preferences that it
should.
We do not wish to say physical things such as food, air, water, the ground's surface and Earth
do not matter. They do, of course exist and matter to a great degree. Humans have chosen to
hold these things as the definition of themselves; impressed you are with money and
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whomever has achieved a legal way to obtain and hold great amounts of it. Impressed you
could be, with the ability a human might have to organize other humans to produce and to
want a service or product. We say impressed you could be, because this is not a principal
reason to be impressed with another member of your society, although it is okay, even
common to choose this.
Too many humans choose this view and make it defining, even overriding, out of place and out
of character with impressive things humans truly achieve.
Allow us to describe a brief list of what you truly admire in other humans, what is admired in
you by your Guardian Angel Guides and admired by all visitor observers from elsewhere than
your planet.
Admired are perseverance, suffering, generosity of emotion and of thought, dedication, loyalty,
friendship, acceptance, honesty, forgiveness, gentleness, character, resilience, pain, regret,
trauma, torment, arrogance, assault, interference and deceit.
These few things we all admire, for this is but a partial list from which we know and trust our
point is seen, these few things are what define your life on Earth and enhance your existence.
As you traverse your course across Earth, you will have many chances to both encounter and
also display them. From them you shall learn, you do learn and you will teach by example, to a
small yet valuable degree.
As the ground shakes and skies darken in the days to come, just as disease has spread in these
days and mankind has panicked, overreacted and harmed himself by doing so, remember that
you are not your fears, concerns, worries and wants.
A new age dawns for Earth and all of you upon it. Nearly eight billion of you have now come to
pack the theater and observe the show, and you also shall participate. All of you will be actors
and actresses in the great stage production set to begin in ways impossible to miss.
The show has been underway for a time now, its debut anticipated for much longer. All humans
incarnated aboard Earth at the moment, including the young, the unborn and the soon to be
conceived, are here with the knowledge, approval, consent and understanding of what is
happening and shall.
For not one second believe you are an unwilling participant; because you are not. For not one
second think you are a target, a victim, an unhappy participant and placed here against your
will. It is easy to believe changes should not happen, it is easy to hope things will stop when
they are moving and shortly thereafter, things shall return to what and how they were before
changes and amendments to Earth commenced. This is natural and expected, yet it is not
defining.
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We say, do not define yourselves by reactions to events surrounding you. You might react, that
is fine however you have great choice within the scope of reactions available. We speak not of
the reflex; which is over and done as fast as detected.
If you fear thirst, hunger, cold, excess heat or loss of use of things physical you must remember
these things do not arrive or depart immediately and instantly. The solution can be had faster
than what is feared, appears.
The few things which might be lost quickly in the physical, are not vital to life, happiness or
good existence. The rapid gain and acquisition of things physical likewise do not enhance
health, contentment, satisfaction and outlook. One would argue they provide a distraction and
such argument would apply labels and stickers to acquisitions the many humans would deem
positive. These labels are choices, voluntary and disposable. Because they might feel
emotionally good for the moment, they create both a positive momentary distraction and a
memory or a pleasant distraction. Thus their loss can create disappointment, a chosen reaction
also, that momentary and fleeting distractions represent loss of something valuable.
This is not true; one large and overriding benefit mankind now receives is the loss of this
erroneous notion.
Is a woman beautiful because she wears makeup? If you might say yes, it is the makeup which
seems beautiful, but this is temporary. She is the same person when the coverings, markings,
paints and lotions are removed. Just as a piece of clothing wraps or unwraps, but does not
make the person who wears it ugly or pretty, attractive or handsome, homely or lovely.
Is a rich man uglier without money? Is a smart person dumb if temporarily blind? Is a fast
runner now unworthy because of a broken toe?
That your food has changed does not mean you are supposed to suffer, although some humans
will choose to see changed foods as good reason to choose the position of suffering. To this we
say, what of the person who has not enough, whether this is chosen or not? If the process of
obtaining food provides you with opportunity to get and give it to others, consider yourself
blessed with the opportunity of generosity. If the process of receiving food you might not
otherwise be able to have visits you, consider yourself blessed with the opportunity of
generosity. Pride, avarice, distress and habit can be discarded, if involved with such a process
and easy is it to see how mankind improves, just a few people at a time.
That you might not sell a house, a home or place to live you own for a price you prefer because
of perception and habit which surrounds you, being the prices you are accustomed to seeing,
what will occur is that prices for them drop also. Common is it to borrow money to make such a
purchase, however to the seller we say, have you considered that money owed now might
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never be repaid or need be? That ownership would be maintained anyway? Certainly this can
be chosen viewed as a benefit to come with the price drop.
That you cannot in the future drive many places you now do, means what? The majority of
human history as known, was this way. The injuries, deaths and damage to physical things
automobiles now cause will decrease greatly. Many things abound near you which you have not
seen or cared to visit for the wide choices transportation gives. As many choices as you have
now you will still have, but located physically closer. Some people will bemoan this change, yet
others will soon welcome it gladly when the advantages are seen clearly. Others among you will
say this practice, driving automobiles, is necessary for basic necessities. To this we say, how
were needs and wants satisfied before automobiles?
A common reaction will be, that such changes represent a reversal. That mankind is taking a
step backwards, not forwards. To this we say, not under any circumstance is this true.
Advancements in ways now difficult to understand or even fathom await, however we cannot
describe them for if we could, we would. All of you must see and experience them for yourself,
and for this reason have you come now to be on Earth.
We love you all, love each other the same, your enemy is not. Be well and do return if you
wish."

Chapter 2

Countries, Wars and Redrawn National Borders

"Speak to you we shall as a trio, to you as a group and beyond that might you repeat, share and
discuss what we offer here, with whomever you believe will appreciate this information where
a larger benefit to them ensues, balanced against the cost to your reputation.
Knowledge of many events we will describe will not change the events, causing some people to
reject the information, declaring it untrue. Others will tacitly accept the notion, but will insist
on calendar coordination if not an exact date. The absence of such human timeline accuracy,
offered to the predilection and preference of the person who requires this, will cause what we
say to likewise be set aside as conceptual.
Where decisions have not been made, in that humans retain the ability to choose the reaction,
that we shall say even if it is obvious. Other outcomes, conditions and circumstances to come
over Earth will occur as we describe and acceptance or rejection are not alternatives.
Curious we find the inclusion of 'wars' in the discussion of nations and their borders but given
the human history of often using a war to establish boundaries between territories, this is
understandable.
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We shall tackle this aspect first.
After the changes coming to Earth have finished and also for some time before effects are fully
realized, war as it has been known will not occur or be a threat in the way it has always been,
since organization of armed force became possible.
The conduct of war against another nation, territory or region requires movement and supply
to the military personnel. The coming constraint which shall initially prevent this, is movement.
In coming chapters we shall discuss curtailed human transportation in general, also to affect
military maneuvers. This will be the first obvious thing to limit the ability, urge or effect of
waging war.
We suggest examination of empires and expansion, in known human history. The Romans
conquered what could be reached by land. The British dominated by use of the seas,
technology making a significant difference in their ability to reach distant places. Unlike their
French and Dutch counterparts, the British, like the Spanish, were willing to employ technology
to project force and power. The distribution and use of the English and Spanish languages have
resulted.
The conduct of war and intended defeat of an enemy might necessarily involve occupation. This
requires transportation. The USA had no desire in the human year 1940 to occupy territory in
Japan. At the end of year 1945 the USA occupied and ruled over it. Transportation made this
possible and a great portion of the conflict between these nations involved the means of
transportation, military vessels used to cross the oceans.
What shall be gained, after the Earth Shift now moving into the more active phases? History has
shown the downfall of military action and occupation following, carried out to secure control of
assets. The cost of cultural integration, administration, suppression of revolt, resistance and
dissent reduce the gain.
Humans will see these aspects in the accurate historical context of their initiation; power and
wealth largely for the leaders, not the soldiers and not the general population associated with
such leaders.
As far as modified, redrawn borders, newly created nations and extinguished ones, we say the
overriding sentiment after The Shift will be cooperation, sharply contrasting with adversarial
relations which now prevail to a greater or lesser degree.
The simple reason collaboration will become the motivation is for benefit, the same reason an
adversarial stance is pursued. Benefits ensue. The benefits now seen are taken for granted; the
ability to secure some gain is based upon transportation, which will be permanently affected
and modified, permanently changed. Current methods will remain possible however will fall
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from popularity significantly, but this aspect of The Shift is not currently foreseen or considered
even remotely possible.
Limitation of travel currently presents economic risks, however when far less travel is
undertaken or even possible, even though efficient and quick communication are still common,
concerns such as the pandemic now teaching humans what to expect will be far easier to limit.
Allow us now an analysis of region to region, beginning with Asia moving west.
China will remain as a nation, the changes to it almost all internal. North Korea will cease to
exist becoming part of South Korea, both regions significantly changed from life today. The new
single nation shall be renamed.
The controversies surrounding China's control of Taiwan and Hong Kong will disappear. Hong
Kong will not return to being a global financial center, independent of China and more aligned
with Britain, but rather will fade from importance to China and control. The Chinese Communist
Party will no longer exist, China's massive international export economy will fade away to a
small fraction of what now exists, yet its borders will remain largely as they appear now.
Moving south, Singapore and Malaysia will be one nation again, as the financial advantages
Singapore offers will no longer be needed. Thus the reason for the nation's existence will fade
away along with such changes.
New Zealand and Australia will become more closely aligned and cooperative beyond what
already occurs, even as movement between them changes and reduces. Both will remain as
sovereign, the one compared to the other yet more integrated in many ways. Geophysical
changes in Australia will drive this approximation. Earth population reductions, to reach
Australia also, will not eliminate the desire to relocate to New Zealand, despite the geophysical
events which occur there. We are referring to volcanic eruptions and earthquakes.
Japan will remain as is. Pressure to integrate the nations of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia will be
felt however little will come of talk about redrawn borders, as no sustained economic gain will
arise from doing it. The idea will remain but that.
India, its many states within and Pakistan will remain however central control by the Indian
Government will be reduced. The borders will remain intact between the two nations.
The greatest of national border changes worldwide will occur in what is called the Middle East.
Iran, Afghanistan, Iraq, The United Arab Emirates, Syria, Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon and the Yemens will see disappearances, combinations but no newly created nations.
Israel will most surprisingly increase its territory, current neighbors happy to join in part.
Surprising as this seems now, it will appear to be the only logical thing when it occurs.
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Africa will see border shifts in the northern, Arab language and culture dominated nations.
Libya and Morocco will likely combine because of Libya's troubles. The almost permanent chaos
and strife of Somalia will abate almost completely but the borders in this region will not be
altered.
Western and Southern Africa will not see changes to national borders.
Russia will remain largely intact however ethnic minorities will secede with success, in
frustration with restrictions the central government attempts to continue where no benefit
derives to the region. We are referring to Chechnya, however the final borders of the region are
not decided. Western Russia, which is more Europe than Asia, will see redrawn borders and
reduced territory, the changes motivated for the same reasons. Residents of adjacent
territories will see the possibility of greater benefit by keeping control of land they occupy but
associating it with the smaller nation and leaving the central control of the larger. The larger
the national government and nation, the more incapable will they be revealed to actually be.
Europe's borders as a region will have less importance, as the European Union will be long
dissolved before The Shift is complete. The individual nations within will have some changes;
Lichtenstein, San Marino and Monaco will cease to be, Germany and Austria will join together,
many other nations will attempt to enact Swiss-style procedures and practices but to little
practical gain. Overall, the current nations of western Europe will exist but become less
separated. Cooperation between them will increase even though the regional administration
and bureaucracy will not longer exist.
South America will see not significant dissolutions, creations or modifications of nations.
Considered already less significant than North America, Europe or Asia it will be deemed even
less so at that time.
North America will see the secession of Texas from the USA however the USA will remain.
Mexico will have some northern states attempt to join Texas, just as will some states of the USA
however Texas will require such additions to give up their identity to a degree such states, from
the others in the USA or what is now Mexico, wish to join. Ultimately this will cause Texas to
secede using current state borders as new national borders. Mexico will remain, the small
national borders between Central American nations will come under pressure to be eliminated
however this decision is not yet decided. Panama will be the objector.
The French speaking areas of Canada will finally secede, the remainder of Canada will put forth
almost no objections and little about life in either nation, Canada less Quebec or the new
Quebecois Republic, will change because of the secession.
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The relatively small changes to national borders and nations will be that way because of
reduced interactions between areas of Earth and human societies, the result of the new way of
life most humans will adopt, many humans being forced to adopt. Overall, central governments
will be understood as efficient machines for wealth transfer and reallocation, but less effective,
or ineffective to outright incompetent & inept at providing solutions to other issues.
The current virus epi- and pandemic on Earth is preparing this way of thinking, in a small preemptive way. Humans are learning what wealth, money, income, freedom and liberty mean,
weighed against security, safety and good health. Many different conclusions can be reached,
and great pressure is being applied along public policy preference lines to create an accepted
imagery which serves the positive view of authorities.
Populations are doubting this in larger and greater ways, the purpose of this step is to show
that when obviously challenging events take place, such as ongoing volcanic eruptions,
atmospheric ash and effects, central authorities are not a solution or even source of comfort.
These answers are to be found in all of you together.
Nations, their borders, disappearance and creation will be a collateral or residual effect, and
not significant. The general interactions between nations and territories will be more
collaborative, less formal and not built upon short, medium or long term securement of
commercial advantage."

Chapter 3

Message To The Incarnated 2

Greetings to all fellow Earth travelers, with great love we come to you all, to the many who
these words shall reach.
The human day night cycle is a curious and interesting one, affording such an opportunity we
that cannot describe its value, thus attempt it not. In this moment it offers a crowding out; each
of you will have a limited amount of time, hours and mental intake capacity to ingest new
information and from which energy can be applied to whatever you choose to supply with your
attention.
Some things crowd out others with ease. The facilities for rapid, instant transfer of information
have greatly emphasized this aspect of human existence; at the moment mankind is heavily
overreacting to what is being inflated into a grave risk.
Allow us to speak to you about this; great efforts to control thus limit sickness and death are
being made nearly everywhere. Your leaders will explicitly say that, despite the negative effects
which have, are occurring and will have resulted, that without such measures, things would
have been much worse. Far worse.
To this we say, no. This is not true.
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Attention given to this virus scare is crowding out human information and activity. The effect is
too costly for the benefit.
This virus was negligently released; it was not intended spread by its developers and releasers.
What we say now is, this event was a scheduled humanity event and many of the deceased,
chose this as their moment and place to exit the current incarnation. All of you have chosen a
moment, which naturally includes a location, for your exit and return home.
Soon will come events the effects from which shall not be controllable; not even efforts to
control the uncontrollable, such as happens now, will be attempted. Humans will not be able to
lower global temperatures; humans will not have increased them. Humans will not be able to
increase plant photosynthesis; humans cannot clear volcanic ash clouds at high altitudes.
What humans shall have is the choice of reaction, of which things and activities shall receive
human attention. Most important among these choices will be reaction; you may accept or you
may panic. What will panic do to improve your circumstances, your outlook and your
happiness? Relief it will provide for the duration of the panic, which shall abate, naturally.
Circumstances, from which the panic is chosen, shall remain. It can be chosen again, or
acceptance of what is occurring, can also be chosen, in its stead.
You made the affirmative choice to come to Theater Earth. You purchased tickets, you selected
your seat and you have settled in for the show. You are not there by accident, you are in no way
a target of circumstances. You must remember this when you observe the many people who
surround you react as if victimhood is the greatest of injustices. You will observe the many of
your contemporaries cry out in frustration about why God has forsaken them. You will hear and
read and see deep laments expressed because of loss of material things, as if your worth and
value as a human were built upon material possessions or the ability to acquire them.
Look back in the near future, at what you are observing about yourself now. You are observing
leaders express great concern, and issue many commands, regarding your safety and well
being. Much of this feeds the illusion such leaders pursue, for it is their life plan, in nearly every
instance, to have taken on this role and acted in the ways you now observe.
These actions have almost nothing to do with your well being overall. You may safely ignore
what you are ordered to do. If a serious complication from the sickness would lead to death,
this was already planned by you. None of you reading these words are such a soul.
When events occur which cannot be forecast by leaders, what reaction shall you select?
We shall draw a comparison; imagine or remember a time when you chose to lose weight, to
have your metabolism consume stored body fat. To achieve this requires a change in diet and
often, increased physical activity. Stopping certain foods, beginning to consume others and
increasing or engaging in new or higher levels of physical activity can be unpleasant.
Nevertheless, the goal when reached makes the effort worthwhile.
Changes coming to Earth will place all of you in a more satisfactory place, with two great
differences. You need not alter how much or what you eat and drink, or increase your physical
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activity if you do not wish or cannot do it; results will come just the same. This makes things far
easier.
Unlike the diet and exercise routine's effect, to weigh less and improve physical fitness, which
are well known and understood in advance, becoming the reason you undertake the changes,
the outcome of the changes Earth will soon make are unknown.
These changes are not unknown to you. We are here to tell you, the opportunity to decrease
worry, concern, pressure, stress and frustration looms large. It will come easily, with
acceptance. It will be pleasant and enjoyable when it arrives. It is not necessary to choose
worry, concern and fear or any combination.
Turn to us, your Guardian Angel Guides, in the ways you honored us with the role by asking us
once upon a time to do, what and as we do now. We shall guide you to what you need and
offer you what you want, when you most believe you cannot reach it. We are never beyond an
arm's length from you; you deliberately and intentionally selected a circumstance where we
would not hold your bicycle for you. That you read these words is proof positive of your expert
cyclist abilities. When you see or encounter a bump, and feel you might stumble along your
path or fall, ask for us to grab and steady your mount."

Chapter 4

Governments, Politics & Leaders of the New Era

"As borders are modified, more important changes will occur inside nations, thus between
them. The idea of a nation state will be significantly different from what is widely accepted
today, thus assumed natural at the moment and over the course of accepted human history.
The human notion that nations can come together to cooperate holds nearly universal appeal.
Almost anyone aware of nations will agree to even a limited extent, that nations coming
together is a positive development, a good idea.
The challenge with this view is the same as proclaiming support for clean water; who would
oppose it?
Thus mankind will come to a place in Earth history where the reality of human nature will crash
into the reality of human emotional preferences.
The coming changes are best understood after a brief background of national development is
examined, which all of you can do independently of our words, if you have not studied this
already. None of you reading here today came to learn from us what humans already have and
offer as a topic or course of study; you may do this yourself.
Human habits, thus customs, then traditions which lead to the form, manner and application of
governance are what create the beginnings of a nation. Once development and growth lead to
establishment of land control, differences between lands are emphasized as generations
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proceed. Human nature has not focused upon commonality to nearly the degree it places
attention. Much attention, on differences between nations.
The obstacle of human nature which prevents closer approximation, and in fact promotes
separation between peoples and even within a political group, is resistance to change. It is
costly and difficult personally, to relinquish habits or come under pressure to set them aside
and use temporary replacement methods or procedures.
The example of Canada in the continent of North America can be compared to a much larger
and much more diverse India. How does such a larger population in the latter coordinate so
many languages yet remain unified, the vast majority of citizens among all the larger and
smaller groups, not only accepting of the arrangements but supportive. The nation was divided,
creating a new one and this was motivated by religion, yet the same religion which dominates
in Pakistan is also well represented in India.
The former example involves a much smaller population and but two languages. No religious
issues cloud the matter in any way; nobody in Canada is even mildly concerned about
differences in religion not involving them personally; it is voluntary, entirely a participant's
choice. S/he who chooses to avoid religion, may do so. Outside of an immediate family or
congregation, this matter receives scant attention.
Likewise, many other aspects of society are similar across the nation; motor vehicles, houses,
commercial buildings, banking procedures. The list is not short. The issue upon which the
differences turn is language, the speakers of French resisting the pressure to conform to
another language as a condition of continued membership in the nation. Because many people
in the smaller region voluntarily learned to use language of the larger region, pressure mounted
to eliminate the less dominant language from government. This was perceived as the beginning
of the erasure of the French language from daily life. The habits and customs introduced by the
Europeans who brought the language would soon be homogenized into disappearance. As you
will note, the use of French in Canada has not diminished, even the nation's current Prime
Minister learned to use it simultaneously with English.
The idea nations should have better relations means, in practice, compromise. What is
intentionally relinquished by & among humans for nothing? Thus improved relations, in
practice means getting and giving, or giving to get. Individual inhabitant residents of a nation,
what humans call citizens, cannot negotiate an agreement for their nation until a government is
organized with consent or coercion.
How much, in the modern world as humans see the year 2020 to be, can a designated trade
negotiator please every constituent without eroding some portion of voluntary support which
first delegated the authority? S/he who complains is often the loudest among the few, if not
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the sole voice on the matter. The elected officials want voter support, not disagreement and
thus complaints are examined, even if unacknowledged by them to the complainant.
This turns to governments and reach, which are fading as you these words read. The attempt in
Europe to create regional government revealed the nature of a controlling organization; it
naturally seeks to expand its control. This natural evolution of individual human nature, which
is to control hunger, food production, temperature and so forth, defeats itself when its
intrusion into areas already addressed create conflict. Because the organization's purpose is
control, it naturally exerts this upon the underlying conflict.
Throughout human history, including large portions of which humans alive today are currently
unaware, attempts to reel in a growing central authority have been unsuccessful. The effort
either collapses from intentionally gained weight, or is attacked and brought down by outsider
invaders.
When physical movement and general transportation across larger and larger distances
become materially difficult, the role of centralized government will fade. The aspects discussed
above will be ever less relevant. Many humans will adopt a skeptical view towards a centralized
authority, versus today where the view oscillates between skeptical to approving, based on
personal likeability to and observer, of the ruling group and/or leader.
Democracy will remain and even become stronger on Earth, because lesser consequences will
be possible or result from creation and operation of central authorities.
The dislike of certain leaders, such the current President of the USA Donald Trump, is a
manifestation of the personal control issue now being felt more strongly and which shall be felt
even more. What the observer feels is valid yet misplaced. You who dislike Mr. Trump want
more control to achieve something you believe is important and you believe the central
authority should either deliver it, reduce resistance or just stop prohibiting.
The reality is, a central authority only delivers to you what it has already taken from you, and
carries out a charade of keeping enough distance between the forced donation
―confiscation― and the recipient, in order to mask the true nature of the process. Doing so
allows the government to disguise its Robin Hood role thus perpetuate its existence, growth
and ever expanding authority.
The smaller a government, the less possible is this and more control remains with the citizen.
Along with this enhanced citizen role comes responsibility, something political leaders have
increasingly attempted to reduce for certain targeted voting blocs, the goal being the purchase
of votes thus elected positions.
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National governments will devolve into far smaller entities than exist currently, virtually
everywhere on Earth. Curiously communications will improve, information flow and type will
also be enhanced yet interactions will diminish. Fewer coordinated movements, far less human
migration and/or visitation, far less trade between nations and a rapid disappearance of warlike
tendencies will come to dominate government.
Humans will set aside the career politician, as will fade the family dynasty. Royalty will remain
as it has become, symbolic figureheads who project national pride and the image of tradition
but do little else to cause effects.
Local organization will be emphasized well ahead of the regional or national, the latter two of
these shrinking as emphasis falls way from them, the cycle feeding on itself.
Human life will be forced local; a great choice awaits. How will you all seek to organize your
activities with and around your newfound control and authority? An exciting phase shall it be."

Chapter 5

Message 3

"Closes this month along the human calendar today, [30 April 2020] significant this is yet is not.
Why mention it you shall ask, to which we reply, respect for human calendar desire we have.
The organizational tool it is, which matches the matrix of your place in all existence.
Come you all to a place where, as we have mentioned, humans have chosen to place much
attention upon one thing. Examine this we ask, for your benefit.
Fear drives this focus and has produced what? Each of you can look around at what you see and
hear. You need no permission to look at yourself. No consent is required either, to examine
things not concealed.
See you may, what part of what can be seen, which is fear.
This does not help you. This does not help anyone. Fear is contagious. Your decision to be
fearful is not independent. The idea it is, serves to justify emotional stinginess and avarice. You
choose your emotions not to be shared; however unlike human physical stinginess, this is
impossible. The illusion of emotions remaining concealed within a person, who believes s/he
can hold them hidden and prevent anyone from seeing them, is both strong and wrong.
Worse than this, fear of a disease means if the condition is contracted, symptoms will be worse.
Absence of fear, or confidence this should better be named, both repels and cures.
Examples could be offered that sickness and death came, have and will come to the most
confident, again to justify being afraid. To this we say, confident, calm sickness and death are
the life plan; neither confidence nor fear could de-rail the event a soul has scheduled.
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The confident person has much better ability to face adversity, knowing the plan s/he has
chosen will be followed to the end(s)s/he wants and has selected.
The cases and deaths, as percentages or proportions of a society, be it a town or the globe, are
not different this time than such occurs with many diseases and afflictions. Current efforts to
restrict the spread of the virus are not doing it, despite what you are told.
The problem will resolve, effects will be seen but reflection upon the wo/hu/man-made results
from the hu/wo/man created choices, will be framed and presented as worthwhile. Well
intended acts are often conflated by humans as justification for decisions, when impartial,
dispassionate analysis would show that good desires and high hopes do not convert negative
results to positive.
This virus release is a human society scheduled event, however the choice of response and
reaction were and are not.
Examine what has resulted, what was done and then explain to yourself if the efforts were
worth the effects. This cannot be told, instructed, dictated or impressed upon you, without
your decision to observe then weigh the sides of the issue yourself, on your own scales.
Elsewhere and here, have you read of crude oil shocks, where abrupt events will cause prices to
climb rapidly, shocking mankind briefly. This virus and human reactions are the first phase of
events which together, shall produce the first spikes. The high amounts currently available
crude oil, will not mean much in the near future. We are saying to you all, look closely at this
issue as wint/summ- er peaks across Earth.
Focused are our messages. Aimed at people who would read them and benefit. That these
words have come to you should speak for themselves. S/he who benefits from hearing these,
will find the words, as his/her guides point to this place.
Pointed have you placed yourselves, knowledge thus confidence have you."

Chapter 6

Technology & Scientific Achievements

The reader is reminded, chapter order is random, without significance and a reordering would
not change their meaning.
"Achievements will follow discoveries in the areas known to humans as science. The discoveries
which await mankind will be a resurgence in the rate of gain experienced in scientific
knowledge over the most previous several centuries, most pointedly the last two.
As has already occurred on Earth before, technology and the understanding of the physical
environment have reached a plateau at the moment. Humans have grown relatively smug,
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complacent and confident with the advancements made, which have begun to approach the
limits of the five senses humans perceive and the parameters of the vibrational spectrum
humans occupy.
Evidence of existence of anything beyond the five senses or outside the human vibrational
spectrum requires techniques and tools of measurement, or simply detection which humans
are not prepared to accept in a general way.
We suggest not that scientific inquiry, research and investigation have been halted; quite the
opposite takes place. We are speaking to the human willingness to consider what cannot be
easily investigated or researched.
Your scribe of the words repeated what we informed him in front of an audience, about the
existence of silicon based life. This was immediately met by a comment from a scientist who
stated that humans have no evidence of silicon based life.
You humans have this evidence, yet conceal it from general knowledge because its revelation
would instantly provoke questions about the source, which humans possessing of such
information will not divulge. Little need exists for knowledge of silicon based biochemistry
because such life is not suitable for Earth.
Nevertheless, it exists and humans indeed have ample evidence of this fact.
The division or separation is between general public curiosity, general interest and the
advancement of scientific knowledge. As an example, common are the humans who both use
electromagnetic signals for personal communication and data transfer yet simultaneously do
not know the nature of the signals. General knowledge surrounding electromagnetic
transmission, reception and data volume is scant, giving rise to speculation as to the increased
risks of 5G versus 4G. Electromagnetic signals indeed pose risks to human health however the
data volume or transmission rate does not cause, worsen or lessen this risk. Would humans
believe faster music causes the device upon which it is replayed to be damaged, compared to
softer, slower music at the same playback volume on the same device?
This is an example of where general interest and knowledge have not kept pace with the
advancements in science and technology. This will change, and the many of you shall perceive it
to be a great improvement.
The interesting aspect will be observation of how the advance of scientific knowledge will be
into areas with little to zero human benefit or practical application, in some cases but will be
pursued because of curiosity only, moving resources away from other scientific advancements
which will have both indirect and direct yet immediate benefit.
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Transportation, medicine and food will be principal beneficiaries of the advancements and we
will expand on these now. It is likely some readers will recognize references made here to
advancements and innovations which have been mentioned here and by us, previously. If you
are one of these shaper souls, we admire this and way to you now, 'well done'. You have
positioned yourself to be a great comfort and mental balm or salve to the worried folks who
will surround you at times and phases of crisis and worry, because you will have what they
desperately want; knowledge thus higher confidence.
Allow us now to describe general advancements.
•

•
•

•

•

•

Electricity will come to be almost entirely generated through the new method of
crystals, conversion to powerful pulses of light and photovoltaic panels. Where some
nations cannot take advantage of Earth's magnetic grid as the unlimited and fuel free
source, known method will continue however these will be a tiny fraction of the entire
Earth human electricity system.
Where fuel must be used, the fuel free thus less expensive electricity will be used to
produce renewable fuel.
Battery technology will rather quickly improve with large hints and nudges from your
alien extraterrestrial friends. As battery discharge and capacity improve to levels now
believed impossible, along the route five decades from now will come portable,
miniature generator devices capable of producing fuel, emissions and nearly heat free
power of many dozens of kilowatts in sizes no larger than a current portable
telephone, 6-7cm wide vs. 15-17 high or tall and less than 3cm thick.
New refrigeration methods, using better and faster acting refrigerants and the lower
cost electricity, will allow quicker freezing of foods raw & fresh or already cooked if
necessary, to be transported even faster than is now common. Metallurgy will
improve to enhance thermal isolation or insulation techniques to such point that food
will remain frozen long and reliably enough that no hurry will be required. Frozen
foods raw or prepared, will keep for longer periods than humans now believe possible.
Nearly zero additional refrigeration of food will be needed once it is delivered to its
frozen warehouse or storage and distribution center, as a result of improvements to
generation, thermal isolation and low cost transportation.
Motor vehicles will become electric, using batteries. Some hydrocarbon combustion
fueled will remain, for very specialized purposes and as curiosities, nothing more.
Overall far fewer individual or personal on-demand transportation cars will exist.
Periodic charging stations will be common, techniques and devices will allow full
recharges to be completed much faster than is currently the case.
Bicycles will become more popular then they have ever been, electric motorbikes and
cycles will become more popular but hydrocarbon fueled two and three wheeled
vehicles will become uncommon then rare.
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•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Far fewer motorized vehicles, nearly all of the electric, will exist on Earth. Far less
driving in terms of total distance will occur.
Train travel will increase steadily, aircraft travel will nearly disappear. Ocean going
transportation of both people and goods will experience increases and decreases until
traditional navigation systems are re-adopted and re-learned, but the demand for this
service will permanently reduce the volumes now commonly moved.
Long distance air travel by extremely high altitude balloon, which rises above the
atmosphere to allow the destination to approach, will become common for overseas
movement of people and some small items.
Information, data and voice communication will continue and improve in quality and
technology however will be used less than is currently common and typical.
Medical treatment methods will improve significantly, and hints about what to do and
where to look will come from your alien extraterrestrial cousin visitors. Initially many
of you will discover this is the case then demand ETs cure disease which, of course,
they will not do. The childish tantrum response will be offered, in the form of deep
accusations of cold, uncaring, self-interested uncaring intruders who want something
for themselves at the expense of humanity, as an explanation for the reluctance to
interfere. Curiously these tantrums will serve a benevolent, long term beneficial
purpose, to demonstrate to more and more humans who do not know quickly see,
that demanding to be given something is a bad way to obtain it, for the long term, for
the greatest number of humans who might need it.
The causes of many cancers will be identified; many of you will not like what is
revealed. The ability to prevent cancer will see the greatest advances and
effectiveness. The role of human choice in the development of the disease will
become better known, just as smoking cigarettes and overeating are understood as
contributors to certain chronic conditions.
Centralized medical treatment functions will be created but almost no central
authority involvement will occur. The citizenry will essentially develop this as a natural
blend of both the payment & investment aspects and the treatment itself. This means
health insurance will largely disappear, the citizenry will invest in medical treatment
through separate entities which survive on charitable donations. No treatment will be
refused to a patient who truly requires it, based upon money however charity will
become a huge social status item. The general public will require public disclosure of
all donor lists, in databases anyone might examine. The absence of a donation of any
amount, will become public knowledge. No government orders and involvement will
come to control this.
The ability to bring a civil lawsuit against a doctor will be taken away from courts,
because many fewer of these complaints will be filed and the many within what are
filed now, will be seen as long shot money making attempts.
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Scientific research will pursue hunches and suggestions without prior evidence or data more
willingly than is common today. Clear it will become how science and spirituality are essentially
the same, looked at through opposing lenses."

Chapter 7

Message 4

"Greetings, hello, welcome and come into our energy. It is extended around you all who read
these words, yet still may and might you maintain separation from it, if you prefer. That we
have come this far and you also, means we would like to share it, for as you have heard more
times than you can or might like to remember, giving is receiving. This is true, and where
scarcity does not exist even as an idea, it is even more true.
What did we say, where scarcity is not even an idea? This is because on Earth among humans, it
is also but an idea. It is not reality yet many true believers in lack, want &shortage will fight
tooth and nail to maintain the idea avarice is the natural condition. It is natural only for the
communist, which as you have learned painfully, is also not natural to humans.
What is natural, is our message and theme today. We say, many things humans deem natural
are not. Humans deem monogamy the natural state; it is not. Humans deem hunger
―insufficient food― the natural state. It is not. Humans deem advances in medicine,
communications, clothing and transportation to be finite and limited and thus subject to
authority over whom might have them.
The natural and sole authority which surrounds and is you, is but you. Your desires and wants
are what command you; you all learn to desire good treatment of others. The most horrible of
human mistreatment is carried forth by people who generally also extend good treatment to
others nearly all of the time.
Mankind now comes to a juncture where assumptions will be given the opportunity of doubt.
All of you now on Earth, who are aware of your surroundings, and this includes nearly everyone
not a baby or mentally affected, will have the chance to question things assumed to be a
certain way.
The rocks in the ground, the clouds in the sky, water in the stream and ideas in the head will all
come under question. This is an opportunity so fabulous, so tremendous that souls have lined
up and overcrowded Earth to be in the front row.
Resources of water, land, materials and agriculture were essentially the same on Earth when
humans were first created, compared to now. The planet has not grown three thousand
percent in size. We say, look to the animal kingdoms for evidence of Earth's ability to support
life; is it possible to know how many birds, fish, trees and crops exist? If humanity began with
two thousand people and females bore as many offspring as possible, long before the
twentieth century on the current calendar would the population of today have been reached.
How long do swarms of flies or locusts require?
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Over the thousand centuries since your creation, you can now consider why the human
population has not reached the size now achieved. We will say why now; the decisions of
humans to live finite lives and to exist in carefully controlled numbers.
The majority of you have come for the show and the opportunity to learn from it.
Allow us to explain this initial phase of the shift, and this step part of the initial phase, the
corona virus. Your humble scribe, our channel, dislikes intensely what has been done. He
perceives a mass overreaction which has caused much greater harm than benefit. We say, this
view is correct from the Earth human practical view and overall correct also, but as with all
things, it has supplied many people with great benefit. Restrictions of movement and
interaction have removed many distractions from the daily life of many humans, allowing time
for reflection, thought and consideration, distractions make difficult.
The distractions are of course, choices. In many cases unnecessary, even if desired and wanted.
Across Earth, economic retraction has occurred, yet the amounts of money available have
increased. This is an indisputable fact; yet the conditions of even greater imbalance prevail. Do
you see what we mean about scarcity? Many of you feel this way, that a shortage of something
has come to be and affect nearly everyone, yet the facts prove the scarcity of money does not
exist. Some humans will say, let's confiscate then re-distribute. No supporters of this move
would likewise agree to have the same things taken from them against their will. Hypocrisy
never leads to a solution, at best it reconfigures the inequity and re-schedules it.
We leave you all to your thoughts about this; how many humans die on Earth each year? How
many will have died from this virus? How will this viral outbreak rank among all causes&
reasons of & for death? What efforts were always possible, always available to curtail the
numbers of deaths, yet such measures have never been implemented, much less considered?
How many cigarettes will be smoked, bottles of alcohol drunk, pounds and pounds of sugar
eaten, saturated fatty and excessively salted foods eaten, automobiles driven, weapons used
and chemicals made in this human calendar year of twenty twenty? The world is not shut down
for these reasons and causes, because humans accept the reality that life is not forever and life
without each other, what has been attempted imposed through today, is not either. To your
scribe's questions we now turn."
Q:
C:

The corona virus is part of The Shift?
Yes.

Q:
Did every death from its symptoms plan that?
C:
Not every one, one hundred percent, but the vast majority yes. More than ninety nine
percent.
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Q:
Are any key figures, key people part of central authorities / governments enjoying the
wide compliance with their orders and commands? Moreover, are any of them planning to use
these measures in the future?
C:
Yes, to both and of course these thoughts are largely concealed.
Q:
Why?
C:
As is already being seen, the large majority of deaths occur to patients with existing
conditions the virus' symptoms aggravate and worsen. Many of the deceased would pass on in
the next year or several, from other symptoms or conditions which already afflict them. The
powers who might command you understand intensely well, the net loss of life compared to
the expected and natural deaths which already do and will always happen, is a shockingly small
price to pay to such control.
Q:
Small price?
C:
Less than five percent of the affected pass on, most of them already less than well. The
numbers of deaths to the fit and healthy patient is a tiny number. Most people who develop
symptoms, from very moderate to quite severe, recover.
Q:
Okay, so the virus passes. New cases, bad symptoms and deaths drop off quickly. Why
are we being told a second wave is possible?
C:
To extend fear and willingness to comply.
Q:
Do the powers-that-corrupt know what is coming with The Shift?
C:
They know of the talk but disbelieve it. Power blinds. The glare of money is too bright to
allow the surroundings which create it, to be seen clearly and objectively.

Chapter 8

The Rise in Human Consciousness

"The nature of the rise in human consciousness is the inquiry we have received. The question
assumes human consciousness rises and of course this is true, it has always. To be specific, does
the inquiry mean a rise currently perceived or sensed? A rise should be explained, or defined as
humans often say.
Consciousness should be compared to awareness; we say the true occurrence is the latter.
Human awareness is increasing well, at a rate or pace higher than has occurred in many, many
tens of thousands of years.
The consciousness of humans is always the same, limited quite severely as part of the
incarnation process. You can give yourself ―or ask us to assist you in having― a glimpse, a look
or a glance at and into a larger portion of your consciousness which exists above and around
yet always away from and temporarily separated from you.
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The increase in human awareness which now develops, offers best evidence of itself through
the common, current human denial of many things which compose awareness. This is
demonstrated in two currently frequent ways:
1.
Chatter and banter about alien extraterrestrial revelation, in spite of overwhelming
volumes of information, data and knowledge. Disinformation flows like a river on this topic,
most of it believed by most of the recipients of the incorrect, tantalizing, entertaing and often
thrilling information. This topic will receive to the point of seizure, the most attention when the
tipping point is reached. Quickly thereafter, not slowly, shall humans begin to understand the
human-on-human deception occurring now for many decades.
2.
Increased discussions of political divides. These are offered at the moment, as if such
disagreements were relatively new. Current disagreements themselves are symptoms of a rise
in awareness. The vast majority of humans observing the most attention grabbing ends of any
disagreement, especially public protests something becoming mobs or riots, see what is
happening for what it truly is. A great taboo looms over much new analysis, prohibiting nearly
all from saying how political preferences or choices of candidate for public office are not related
to the events streaming through and across news. The great majority of you observe group
violence knowing the issue is neither caused nor solved by. a certain & specific ideology,
philosophy, candidates or elected officials. Such events are a symptom of rising awareness.
What shall become a normal part of human thinking, as shifting and changes end, is a generally
accepted awareness that humans are not limited to the five senses, physical bodies and
functions. Humans will accept and better yet, will understand you are souls using bodies
temporarily, to embark upon, follow and complete your journey. Just as a long trip in can
undertaken in a motor vehicle.
You will understand religion's origins, uses and limitations.
You will all understand the role of diet in human existence. Today humans understand food.
After the shift, humans shall understand the meaning and the social benefits. Today humans
understand but tastes and nutrition. Food as health and medicine will also enter human
awareness in a way now almost absent.
The many of you reading these words, might well believe what we say is not true, or only
partially applicable. For you then, such perspective is very correct because you do not already
realize how tiny a fraction of mankind you form, a minority so small it simply does not exist.
Please understand it now.
Most humans are unaware of the concepts, never mind that causes and catalysts which shall
uncover then deliver them.
As the years to come unfold and human calendars grow, you will be that much more
compassionate, accepting and understanding of your fellow wo/man who, seemingly so self
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assured and confident today, flails about in frustration with her & his inability to bottle up
either own emotions or yours. The inability to control public image and influence, caused by
nearly absolute misunderstanding of what has and is happening, with abject fear of what the
future might hold for her or for him, as changes underway metastasize across mankind.
None of this will happen or occur to you, and thus shall you be in a position of comforter,
companion, helper, friend and advisor, for knowledge you will offer to whomever wishes."

Chapter 9

Message 5

Q:
Esteemed Committee, current news [late May 2020] ―at least slivers & thin slices of it I
see― were impossible to imagine, much less predict, just a few months ago. You have informed
us of significant upcoming changes to Earth societies, likely to surprise the entire world much
more than even what's happening now. I am referring to the corona virus Covid-19 issue.
What I'd like y'all to discuss are what OTHER surprising things will dominate news the way the
"pandemic" has, in between upcoming events we here, plus a select few around the world
anticipate, but about which ≥ 7.8 billion people do not.
C:
Greetings, salutations and a happy welcome we offer everyone, upon whose minds
these words arrive. Know that our thoughts telecommunicate to you also, and we know the
many of you feel this. Some others might not, yet you feel the urge, prompt and even need to
come here to read what is offered, even if not immediately aware of the telecommunicative
delivery of what we say.
Time and again will this feeling come to you, the ones of you and the all of you, either as
telecommunicated thoughts or the urge to hear and read these offerings.
We and many of our friends among you, attempt this regularly but most often without
acknowledgement or even a recipient's awareness, however this is most often expected. We
who have less unawareness or skepticism, feel we are lucky, blessed and fortunate and we do
say, we have many energetic being observers and admirers. These many onlookers enjoy
watching the few of the many information shells fired actually penetrate mental defenses and
reach intended thinking targets.
Lucky the most are all of you, the blessed among you who toil, stress, struggle, fret and
sometimes battle life's challenges. How joyous will you be upon rediscovery of the great gift
you give yourselves with your lives as humans.
What we wish to say now could be considered a warning, an advisory or simply a forecast. You
may choose the degree of importance you like, however the message undiluted is most
important.
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Efforts made to control human activity with the stated goal of slowing virus transmission, were
successful. Beware of new commands, orders, rules and controls issued to provide you with
safety, with penalties and sanctions applied for willful resistance to them. The issuers of these
commands have seen the effects, and are unlikely to change course if a new opportunity
presents itself. S/he who promises safety through compliance cannot deliver it; if safety is truly
to be had, you will & would know and understand already, how to reach it, far sooner than an
authority can impose restrictions and sanctions.
Bigger events loom, fear not what you are told might or could happen. Choose your reaction
based on what you see or hear. Do not let someone sporting credentials of knowledge
speculate or worse, predict for you what new things will happen when and where. Do not let
such bold statements and ideas scare you; choose to be fearful based on what you know, see
and experience yourself. Be aware of warnings, but not fearful of them. Ask us for help and
directions when you are unsure what to do; to the one and all of you we say now, we hear you
always. We will relay your questions to your own GAGs, who will hear it simultaneously. Listen
for our replay, it will arrive disguised as your thoughts. Even energy messages like to dress up or
wear costumes, from time to time and once in a while. n
Great forces, made that way by human obedience, compliance and submission, are enjoying
this moment in ways you cannot and never shall know. The individuals involved, who are very
few, are so pleased with what has happened, they are almost unable to wait for the next
opportunity. They seek to re-create what was created now.
To those among you who wish to know, what was intentional or negligent and how could the
statement be offered years ago by an American doctor that during the current presidency of
the USA surprise pandemic would erupt, we shall explain.
Because the continued development of virus was deemed too small and ineffectual a benefit
related to the cost, research was stopped in the USA. Money was given to the laboratory in
China, which was not banned, neither giving them US money nor carrying out continued
research in China.
The US doctor knew the procedure would in several years' time produce an error, only to be
discovered once the virus had spread and symptoms and sickness would be reported widely
enough for general public awareness to take hold. He did not know when, but was certain
based on his long experience and first hand knowledge, that procedures would erode and a
release would happen. The doctor simply did not when, in three, five or seven years but almost
guaranteed to happen by year seven after making the statement.
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The virus is not more contagious than the already known corona virus of many decades; the
iteration released in late 2019 produces different symptoms and effects in the few severely ill
from it.
As the number of infections, seriously sick and deceased declines, be aware and alert for more
attempts to restrict your movements in the name of safety and security.
Coming changes will soon render many of these problems insignificant. Look to the day, not as
far in the future as it might seem today, when new benefits arrive disguised as problems.
Desperately will some, a select but very influential few, attempt to take more advantage when
the perceived problem seems to be only aspect worthy of human attention.
After you see this day arrive, look beyond it into the period after and beyond that, to which you
have already been told what opportunities. Know that there is no time, that everything will be
okay because everything already is okay. The calendar makes things seem otherwise; use it for
appointments and schedules, but not as the framework of your life.
Be well and happy, the one and all of you. Do return; we shall also, when we are asked. "

Chapter 10 Communication
"Humans will still talk and listen with words much as is done now. The increase in multilingual
ability occurring over the most recent two centuries especially, will not continue, and is going to
drop. By how far it falls remains well inside human capability, within the coming five decades
and certainly ten.
Technology will provide the ability to speak then quickly hear a computer generated voice
speak the translation. This function is already being sold to the general public now, and shall
increase to the practical degree some users will require it, either as or interacting with visitors.
The obvious advantages will be reduced for the few humans who use such devices and
technologies, weighed down by the loss of expanded thinking ability otherwise produced.
Human language is artificial but seems natural by exclusion. Humans are so comfortable with
their natural communication ability, humans allow it to exist without consideration for it and
allow the unnatural communication ability to mask it. Just as humans are typically unaware of
musculoskeletal issue until a hamstring is injured, at which point then the leg bicep muscle
enters awareness, but almost never before.
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Natural human telepathic communication is mixed in with a soul's own, self-generated
thoughts to the degree they blur and feel the same. Thus humans remain almost completely
unaware of the receipt of their thoughts sent elsewhere, typically called prayer.
Human voice communication will continue however listener comprehension will improve,
partially as a result of improved speech occurring two ways; less words used and slower
delivery. Humans typically insert spoken punctuation sounds and phrases, in order to maintain
the pace of speech and maintain the speakers' hold on listener attention. These empty sounds,
grunts, groans without meaning, such as 'uhhhh' or filler words without much or any meaning
relative to the sentence in which they are inserted, such as 'like, ya know, I mean' will fade from
use, slowing the pace of speech delivery.
Written communication will continue, yet technology will be attempted used to convert spoken
words to text more and more often. This technology already exists and will become more
common along with computer translation programs and applications. The challenge will be
reader comprehension; the nuances of meaning and scope of vocabulary common with writing
will become more limited when encapsulated inside the smaller spoken versus written
vocabularies universal across Earth.
Recall a written passage or statement you admire still, or remember fondly. Instead of reading
it with eyes, imagine the words spoken by a trained orator to a live audience, hearing the words
for the first time.
The desire to convert more and more transfer of information to spoken, thus decreasing
writing, will have positive and negative effects. Humans will have to balance these, arrive at a
net total then measure it against efforts and outcomes. Humans will decide if this approach
makes sense, however we shall offer a small forecast about the trend in this direction.
The expansion of belief in telepathic communication, far more efficient and a good deal more
precise than spoken words, will serve to emphasize the limitations of human language either
spoken or written.
The acquisition of a new language offers often unseen benefit for humans, and the reduction in
this process will decrease the advantages, if the benefits remain largely unnoticed by the
majority of you. Uncommon as the ability itself is, many humans are now nevertheless aware of
bilingual ability in ways unknown not so many decades ago.
Language is but a program, the letters, words, sentences and so forth composing data
produced. Acquisition of a new language used in circumstances a human would encounter in
the language already known and used, improves logic and comprehension of the speaker also,
in addition to the listener.
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This will become an interesting challenge for mankind. A time arrives now where
communication ability grows in importance just as technology and reduced human movements
will oppose the need.
Telepathic ability itself will become generally accepted, as compared to the current general
view of its strangeness. The biggest parts of this challenge will not be the acceptance of
telepathy and human ability to receive information in this way; the far larger obstacle will be
acknowledgement of souls, spirits, energetic beings and physical visitors to Earth. Just as the
vast majority of humans are unaware of information now transmitted constantly and
continuously by everyone.
Technology will improve significantly. Telephone calls will become less expensive and available
nearly worldwide, written messages of all types shall improve and data transmission in general
will become nearly instant and reliable worldwide. Printed periodicals will disappear, television
and video which are already blending and mixing, will become nearly the same.
Free speech will come to the vast majority of humans, now only a minority portion of mankind
entertains if does not truly have, the notion.
Social media will have long faded, the fad still growing as these words are written. The purposes
it serves will be met better by other means and methods.
Current rampant surveillance of and spying into all electronic information will nearly cease."

Chapter 11 Message 6
"Hello, bom çoir and halô. Our greetings we offer to you who have once again come to our
words thus place. How interesting is the show, you humans create.
Brief shall we be today, many words not needed. Your news media has chosen a flood yet
unlike much water and gravity mixed, in the current cases a choice is instantly available for
ignorance or a skeptical perspective. The idea a reaction would be chosen, is the intent of news
creators, allow us to say. You are once again shown true events wrapped in commentary,
volume and view with a design to influence you.
This little we shall say; since mid January of this year, five human earth months, how many
people live in your nation or territory? How many have died overall against how many within,
from the new corona virus? Compare this to a previous year.
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How many people in any nation are known killed by law enforcement officers and under what
circumstances? Contrast this against all suspects police encounter and all of your regional or
national population. Many of you shall discover the show of what happens in the USA far from
you, is displayed for your apparent entertainment, but with more insidious, concealed ends.
When geophysical events we have often described begin to earn public chatter, as the patterns
emerge, know that you with advance knowledge will be the most okay of all. Share what you
know. Do return here and often. Be well one and all."

Chapter 12 Industries
"….. perhaps this topic describes what shall become one of the most obvious and interesting for
humans as it unfolds, develops, metastasizes and matures.
Industries, production of goods and delivery of services, reflect human perceptions of
surroundings, so we suggest to whomever these words do read, that you examine not only the
changes in business. This is a look into the mirror, however you will be able to look at the thing
itself, not just what a mirror reflects. Humans often prefer mirrored images. How commonly a
tourist gives more time to the process of taking a photograph of a wonderful sight than the
sight itself, then longingly looks at the image repeatedly, foregoing the chance to see the sight
this way, even though that was easy to do. Some of the energy invested in a view of the real
thing would focus the mind on many things from and about the beautiful sight, which cannot be
repeated so well, by and for a human, far from the location.
Thus we say, look at the humans creating the industries, markets, competition and demand for
what is produced, not just the things which spill across society from human activity.
Many a time we have described crude oil production decreases, the future of this business
therefore you already understood without need for more explanation now. Many products and
services, from transportation to plastics, will decrease as crude oil becomes less available. The
cost of ocean crossing vessel transport will suffer a triple hit, as navigation problems and lower
general demand both cross through the business already affected by highly increased fuel
prices. Sailing vessels shall make an impressive return, we do say.
Automobiles of all types will be of lesser and lesser numbers, the end of their common use
coming when sales drop to the point where basic costs cannot be met. The companies will fall
bankrupt. Everything from tools to motorcycles to trucks will nearly disappear from use, in the
current versions consuming crude oil derived fuel.
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Personal transportation will see greatly increased use of bicycles where not common now.
Electric cars will increase in numbers and use, however distances driven will not recover even
close to levels commonly seen now with plentiful, inexpensive fuel.
Electric vehicles will use new battery technology, specifically new metallurgy. Battery lifespan
will increase beyond what is now considered possible, as a result of the new formulations for
battery alloys. Vehicle range and duration of each charge will also increase to significantly more
than is currently believed possible, however human surprise at technological advancements is
not new. Vehicle complexity will decrease considerably, fascination and demand for vehicles
with many currently considered normal and even required devices, will nearly disappear.
Autonomous or self-driving vehicles will come about to a degree, however they will not
resemble many of the ideas currently offered, often taken as an ideal objective to be reached
where and when. Urban centers will become less congested in some places, nearly falling out of
favor and collapsing in others. Where transportation into an urban center is required, this will
increase to even higher levels of common carriers than now commonly used. Work schedules
will modify in some cases & places to where three days per week, then two the following week
will become normal, thus a fifty week work year will not require travel to and from the
workplace 240 to 250 times. Much more common will be 120 to 125.
Self driving vehicles will have an optional, not compulsory guidance system. The driver will have
the ability to activate or disable the function, to allow enjoyment of guiding the vehicle or
permitting other activities. This will become possible because of impact avoidance systems,
unable to be disabled. Vehicles will automatically brake or turn to avoid impacts. Coordination
among all vehicles will be part of the system. These shall operate with wires placed into the
road surface a vehicle follows, proximity radar to detect obstacles. Satellite location tracking
will also be a part of this system.
Electricity will not be generated by methods currently produced, for the most part. Flowing
water will remain as one, but not grow in use or application, deemed too expensive by
comparison with the new method. Decreased industrial production will reduce overall use,
even among industries which now produce their own. Many a time have we and your
correspondent channel described the new electricity method. It will become common and
quickly, once resistance by established interests turns futile. The cost of coal extraction and
transport is what shall drive the change, caused by higher fuel prices.
Food production will turn local in much greater ways than is the case currently. Part time
activity in food production, in everything from agriculture to delivery and sale, will become very
common. Overall unemployment as now measured and perceived, will reach to approximately
fifty percent of the working age population, and thus its image will change. Salaried work will
become far less of an identity and vocation, the notion of career changing along with it.
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Complex yet necessary functions such as medicine and telecommunications will continue to
offer the career and vocation now common, but ever-growing attempts made by businesses
will fade. Seeking growth because of competitive threats to survival will drop far down the list
of priorities and objectives.
Food itself will be more basic, altered far less between its initial condition and consumption.
Meal preparation will be almost exclusively by consumer eaters. Restaurants will fade from
popularity across Earth. They will remain however, and curiously mankind will see a sort of
technology driven on-demand system. A restaurant will open when sufficient customers preorder and pay a deposit. Most packaged foods, prepared and ready to eat from the container,
will no longer be produced.
The business of law, a large business in many nations, shall undergo significant shrink. As more
and more business activity decreases, courts as enforcement tools shall diminish. Along with
this will decrease the likelihood of intentional decisions which provoke legal action. Criminal
activity will also be presented before courts at a far lower pace than occurs currently. In too
many places and cases on Earth a recent trend has developed for lowered tolerance and
harsher punishment of illegal activity. These have occurred because of unease even discomfort
by
controllers of society, whom you would generally consider elected officials, with the ever more
complex challenges to their control, authority and power. The reasons for the growing
emphasis on human desire, felt as a need, to control others we have discussed before and need
not expand now. Enough here is it to say that many currently considered criminal offenses will
not longer be. Producing a harmful substance will not be illegal. Consumption will not be
materially restricted, because it will become well known why abusers of a substance were first
and then continuously drawn to consume mild altering chemicals. The causes for this will be
understood and corrected, and the criminal aspects of drug trade will cease to be.
The information business we have treated well in an earlier chapter regarding communication.
Housing and dwellings will see a significant retraction, as human populations reduce.
Renovation of existing structures will continue and steadily increase, larger dwellings where
now common will become rare among new construction, and overall housing will become
almost entirely replacement. The common and current human perception of housing as a
significant investment and expense will change. The business of lending to purchase houses will
shrink away considerably. Humans will begin to see a house as an expense, which it is, not an
asset as currently viewed, which it is not. You who might take exception to what we say, have
done well with your human incarnation and human perception of money and wealth, as
humans have chosen to frame thus view these concepts.
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The challenges to urbanized living, noise and congestion, will be less of a concern as humans
settle into more steady daily cycles, sleep more average hours than has become common in
urbanized societies and become more aware of the effects of their behavior on others because
they have become more aware of effects on themselves.
The business of money will fade considerably. Money is currently quite badly perceived, its
possession assumes someone somewhere is always willing and able to sell you something you
want, if you offer enough. Not considered in this automatic view is availability of a product or
service, or recipient willingness to accept. Hyperinflationary examples on Earth of the most
recent century and one half, point to examples of when massive amounts of money lose value
when printers overrun themselves.
As soon as the general public begins to perceive money is printed onto paper or a computer
screen at a whim, critical mass for its collapse will have been reached. This juncture approaches
for mankind, the majority of humans will begin to understand what money means and cannot
mean.
Borrowing and lending will fall off considerably, governments will be reduced by great internal
force causing near implosion because of collapsing tax collections, many employees of central
authorities and also to an extent, recipients of resources controlled by these authorities will
also see reductions. This will alter the fabric of money management to a large extent.
The business of governing will be one of the most drastically altered institutions as the new era
dawns across Earth. Humans will come face-to-face with the urge, itch, compulsion and
obsession to advise, coordinate, then regulate, then control, then compel, then oppress and
eventually force one another to submit and comply. The power addiction will come to be seen
as
the disorder it is, just as exist many disorders among humans. This will become a challenge,
because the protest against oppressors turns very appealing to the opposition who would like
to replace their masters with themselves, to then continue the process but with themselves
atop the hierarchy.
In this area of human societies shall become relevant and well known your alien extraterrestrial
friends. Once the existence and presence of alien extraterrestrials become generally accepted,
that the thrills and entertainment phases are extinguished and explanations to many questions
and demands answered, will humans then become willing to consider what your cousins will
say about government.
You will all be shown many alternative courses for self-determination. Humans will have human
nature described in ways already recognized by some insightful human observers, often as
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novelists, then will you be shown many examples of social development from similar points and
places in the histories of other civilizations.
Humans will take a certain amount of time to get over the almost childish desire for Earth
visitors to interfere with mankind in order to help and improve human society, but once this
phase has been conquered to the degree humans begin to understand non-interference is the
greatest display of respect, that the respectful refusal to interfere, to distort or to disrupt. shall
changes in human attitudes then changes in practice, come to the business of governing
yourselves."

Chapter 13 Message 7
"Hello and how are you all, please don't all answer this question, no problem shall any of you
have as this question is almost never asked with expectation of an answer, so interesting is this
social grease and the habits it lubricates.
Much revolves above, below, around and about you all however no more than before, just
more attention is attempted placed. Not much attention should you place, for self-importance
operates strongly with the generators and informers of news. We caution ignorance of events,
this is more perilous because it produces a surprise in many of you and a shock in a smaller
number, effects and sensations of which are not worth the bliss of ignorance.
Much discussion on this website recently occurs regarding elected officials, support and
opposition. This is ideal, we encourage and support this, in the absence of battle, conflict and
winning. Public policy is not a competition; the managers chosen to play on the several teams
require fans to assist to achieve victory, to win. They do not and should not win, you should.
They serve. Be aware of the game and who might "win" however you may just as easily not buy
mental tickets to the events, paying for them with your thoughts. This will deprive the game
and players of energy needed to perpetuate the process in ways it might affect you. The players
will find other teams, sports or activities, for scarcity of energy is an illusion. If it is not supplied
to them by you, the game fades from importance and can disappear. In the most obvious
human terms, an example of this is a business which fails or a former friendship fading.
A political leader's gathering in the USA was recently followed by an earthquake, or tremor it
can be called, the intensity and duration were insufficient to cause noticeable damage. The
majority of observers will believe this a coincidence; it was not.
As you are aware of events which race across the screen and populate the headlines, always ask
yourself first, one basic question. Does this thing affect me today and now, and can it remain to
affect me over time? Choose to give your attention in greater quantities to things affecting
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what matters to you, less of your attention to less relevant things. Concern for blizzards or icy
streets is not worthwhile for residents of Nigeria.
The obvious need for balance could itself concern someone; how blissfully unaware yet
exposed to nasty surprise and shock should anyone be, weighed against ignoring the blaring,
glaring cries of strife the news consistently?
Turn on your mental autopilot. You have Guardian Angel Guides; they will fly your plane if you
allow them. They will not hijack you, conceal instrument readings or allow you to drift off
course. To the contrary, they will keep you on course, along a pathway you have selected from
among several you designed.
Confusion is easy to fix; back away from it and ask your guides to clarify. They will wait for the
right moment when their brief message will best be picked up by you. The "ah ha" moment will
come unexpectedly, because your mind will be suddenly clear. Your body might also be still at
that moment, or in great motion and movement. You could be running or swimming, or rolling
downhill in a wheelchair, on roller skates, or a skateboard, or rolling across a lake, it does not
matter. You might say this cannot be done. In your dreams you can, because you are doing it,
then waking up and labeling the fun a dream because the physical environment limitations of
human existence do not allow mixture of lakes, water, gravity, wheels and humans. To this we
explain that such a view, that a human cannot roll across water's surface, this is celestial racism,
how dare the heavenly rights of all souls be infringed as such?!
The clear moment will arrive and to your consciousness will enter the thought you can easily
perceive as your own. It is likely NOT, but this does not matter. Your guides seek no credit,
medals, awards, recognitions or blessings from you or other souls, for this work. That you have
received the message and considered it, that is all any guide expects. A place will come when
exchange of gratitudes can & will be made, at this juncture shall gratitude be offered. Not now
as a human, it is not necessary.
Take your "ah ha" realization and run with this understanding.
What this understanding does for YOU however, is a great thing. It allows you to see reactions
and send your understanding, your desires for comfort and goodwill to the damned, the
affected and the perturbed. This will calm them; imagine a ray of brilliant white light from you
to the target or recipient you choose. If you can create the mental image, then the power has
already been delivered. This we guarantee you.
Humanity will unfortunately need to be dragged to an equilibrium, a balance and a position of
even stance between what happens and what can be done. The vast majority of humans shall
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seek to reflexively and impulsively resist, regret, deny and denounce. These emotions and
correspondent reactions will not reverse, undo or set back events or effects.
You control what you think, always, No yoke can be placed on your brain that you do not invite
and put into position by active request, choice and continued participation.
When mountains rumble, ash ascends, lava flows, skies darken and plants wither, you will see
the reactions you already understand. You might feel an urge, weak or perhaps quite strong, to
share and offer your own personal version of such reaction. This you may of course do, you may
drink automobile battery acid also, and you may send a nice letter. You can, may and should lay
out your options for reaction, consider each for its attributes or downfall then proceed.
Happiness you shall feel upon choice, after consideration.

Chapter 14 Food production
"A hungry welcome we bid you all, food and eating absent from our existence but essential to
yours, physically and socially. Short shall be our treatment of this topic, it is the most concise
and easy of the suggested.
As we have explained previously, a dimmer period of reduced surface sunlight will prevent
successful cultivation of many crops, yet improve the ability to grow others as replacements.
Sadly, unawareness will lead to shortages of food as delays develop. Starvation on a wide scale
is not coming, but concern, fear and even brief bouts of panic that this is likely will happen.
Once resolved, these problems will lead to the more important, ongoing matter for food;
transportation.
No specific chapter for this topic within this booklet has been suggested for it, yet the matter of
transportation has been mentioned and we shall touch upon it again. Briefly here we shall say:
Ocean surface movement of significant amounts of food will almost completely disappear,
initially from prohibitive fuel costs and navigation problems. Even when partially resolved,
lower demand for imported food will reduce this activity to a small fraction of what typically
occurs now.
Surface movement within a nation, region or territory will also reduce because of fuel costs, but
this will be more gradual than movement reductions across the high seas.
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Food production will turn more local, far more so than has been the case for more than a
century of Earth time. Far more people as a percentage of the population will become involved
this work, as reduced use of fuel powered machinery makes it necessary.
Small amounts of ingredients, what are typically called spices, will continue to move around the
globe. Fruits and vegetables will experience an increase in consumption, produced locally.
Most processed, ready-to-be-eaten packaged food, heavily flavored in many cases will no
longer be produced. More and more food will be cooked or otherwise prepared by the people
who will consume it. Restaurants will be far fewer. Candies, sweets and delicacies of many
types will be produced in far lesser amounts.
Overall digestive and general health will improve."

Chapter 15 Message 8
"Thus has begun the eighth of twelve cycles of the time organization system humans prefer,
and of current, now unfolding events we wish to speak.
Dominating news around the world is the occurrence of something which has happened many
times already on Earth but few times having developed this way, this way meaning its spread
across Earth.
Foreseen was this viral event, as it was foreseen and planned also one hundred years ago,
however the greater effect upon mankind is not material but for the reaction to it and to this
aspect we speak.
Less than one percent of the human population passes away or dies each year, and more are
born; the population increasing always. This is slowing and will reverse however the evidence
and proof human skeptics always insist be provided will not be available until the process and
begun, and then what purpose will the evidence provide? Opportunity to gloat, and our
congratulations to the gloaters we do wish, for they will have what they seek. Overall, what
benefit this can give, each of you will decide if you choose to give attention to it.
The deaths of human bodies caused by the latest virus will come to less than 1½ percent of all
deaths for any reason. More than 98 percent of human deaths will not be caused by this. Fear
of your own death ignores statistics, obviously. We are not speaking to what you the individual
feels, likes or fears.
One hundred human Earth years ago the numbers and percentages were far higher, both.
Mankind survived and thrived and a great benefit was derived, a war ended because of the
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Spanish influenza as it was named. Americans, the USA humans, achieved several things some
considered initially positive then otherwise, resulting partially and almost totally from it.
Women achieved the ability to vote in elections in a soon to be completed, national way,
commercial production and sale of ethyl alcohol beverages was prohibited because of
enhanced female political clout and influence.
One human century on from this, what do those events mean now? Little will change among
humans when less than one twentieth the numbers die from the current epidemic or
pandemic, the word choice, pan- or epi- depending on region or scope or area examined. The
percentages of humans dying will also be much less than ten decades ago, yet the effects have
been profound and dramatic economically.
These effects highlight one thing we have discussed many a time, human economics are but
human behavior, human choices based on human wants and desires. Humans like more money
coming to them, less going away for the things purchased however this common sentiment
ensures that waves of changes to both will always occur. To want more in and less out ensures
each of you will always chase but never attain the ideal proportion envisioned.
You humans are manipulating yourselves at the moment, and a small, very small group among
you are doing it to gain increased control, using their pawns with the lure of more economic
gain. The goal of the small controlling group is not money or purchasing power; they possess so
much that it has lost meaning unto itself. They have become addicted to the narcotic effects of
power. Humans lust after this more than drugs or sexual intimacy and become far more
controlled by it.
We suggest compassion you hold for these significant players on Earth's human stage; for they
are truly enslaved to their superficial preferences in a way they likely cannot escape without
severe personal restriction, limitations most humans would call kidnapping or abduction.
Without these extreme measures, the key holders of power cannot escape the influences and
forces of the power they have sought, use and distribute to a very select few fellow addicts.
As we have said many a time, the true source of power and strength for all human souls, lies
with the ability to receive it thus give it away voluntarily. In this way the majority of you have
great dominance, for and from your ability to grant approval, show gratitude and give
appreciation. These make bombs, bullets and bullies wilt like wax flowers under a desert sun.
Or decrees, orders and commands.
The powerful know the many would-be powerful, what lately has come to be called the Deep
State where government officials are involved, are enticed by wealth, assets and authority.
They will readily compromise principles when money and control are offered, as long as the
compromised believe they will not be found out, not lose the wealth and money they will be
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given and not lose face. The truly powerful will threaten them with this regularly, to maintain
control, obedience and performance.
The true human power lies with you the majority, who have been effectively deceived to
believe you are not the controlling majority.
What drives a hired assassin to conduct such work? The money is not the hook which draws
such a person to the magnet. The ultimate form of human perceived control is mistakenly seen
in such horrible-to-humans acts, and in every case killers and the paymasters funding them
discover upon their own deaths, how backwards this approach is. The human emotion of fear
blinds them, they see but power over others and grow immediately addicted to the ability to
inflict it, thus burying forever the inadequacy the sense in themselves. A rapist is an example
yet far less pernicious.
The sensation of inferiority in the controlling powers, the HCPs, is so deeply buried, s/he who
has it denies it exists and in complete honesty, such person will calmly proclaim the true and
polar opposite in any circumstance where their authority is challenged or threatened. Stone
cold killer is a term applied to such a person, and this trait is seen in many a human dictator.
The false image and mirage of calm, confident power are attractive to such degree it lures in
many a human.
You are all being raped at your invitation, as you are all deceived into issuing invitations to the
attackers.
It is an admired if despised process. An example is a woman thrilled and excited by the prospect
of being with a bad boy for many activities she might not admit or discuss yet likes very much,
yet such a seductively attractive, lustful person is also a man she cannot tolerate for more than
small doses of interchange. This example emulates the strong pull, attraction and draw towards
such long term undesirable but short term thrilling, captivating and seductive personal traits.
These are the people among you who are controlling the operators, whose faces are shown to
you often. You humans are being manipulated for the main reason that the true, hidden
decision makers are getting a narcotic hit off the drug of power.
The many of you are being told constantly, in great earnestness, of what you should do and
what you cannot do to remain safe, secure and healthy.
The economic retraction occurring is a life course plan for a great many of you, a majority of
humans. Geophysical changes soon to come, which have already begun, will make the
contractions of economic activity now happening seem like a quick and excessively brief warm48

up, but nevertheless will be of great benefit in the not so distant future along Earth's human
timeline.
Often have we discussed the types of events, effects and reasons yet always shooting to the
surface comes the incessant human need for timing, names and locations.
To spoil the benefit of the experience would be discussions of this, because doing so would
compromise the human reactions to imminent changes.
You incarnate to choose reactions. To learn which ones you might want to enact. Based on the
benefits and detriments of each, against the circumstances and imminent expectations you
have, both during and following the event for which a human reaction can be and you have
chosen.
Have gratitude to, appreciation for and most of compassion for the mental suffering the
powerful shall feel, for they know not what withdrawal from their narcotic shall be.
You are being manipulated; the lies are mixed in with many truths, accuracies and certainties
and thus require some sifting to see clearly.
Remember the Spanish influenza data of a century ago if you have not already seen it. Compare
this with today, so that you can see the way in which humans transmitted this virus around the
globe without knowing, the way the outbreak was not revealed well to either the residents of
the region in which it began or other actions taken because of pride and face saving emotion
outweighing loss of human life. See clearly that human movement did the distribution and ever
and always shifting changes, restrictions, arguments about medical treatments and drugs are
designed to prolong the duration, increase the doubt and fear and enhance the money of the
subcontractors and increase the perceived power of the hidden concealed players.
They cannot resist doing so. Have compassion for them. Be well one and all."

Chapter 16 Sports
"Another short and concise chapter, little detail requires this topic. We trust the reader now
understands our earlier comment about booklet, regarding the length of this chaptered
communication.
Friendly athletic and skill competitions, between individuals and teams, will continue but
become much reduced. Leagues which now require frequent long distance travel will be less
active.
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Some leagues will dissolve, newer and more local created in their places. An example we can
give is the rugby league between New Zealand, Australia and South Africa, which will not be
able to continue as it has, absent frequent affordable air travel it now requires.
Smaller crowds of fans will become common, large stadiums and venues will no longer be
constructed. Social changes overall will distract many would-be fans, who focus their time,
energy and efforts on things not seen as competitive for little purpose beyond entertainment.
Others will find great refuge and solace in the distraction entertainment provides. These
tendencies already exist, however will be more noticed.
Broadcasts of competitions will continue, these will become generally available through
internet communications and require a fee paid per event. The availability will be worldwide
and in general. This type of payment for each event scheme already exists, and will expand."

Chapter 17 Message 9
"Incarnates is an interesting word, it seems to us to be a euphemism for meat suit, a term we
like for its humor. For your body a suit of clothes it is, however near and dear to your existence
it seems.
Well through your experience have you all so far traveled, of including human misbehavior and
reaction; nothing new human history has not committed many times throughout the known
portion humans accept at the moment, but for recent publicity encouraged by new
communication methods technology has supplied.
This virus, concern for which has seized much world attention, was intentionally created,
negligently released but was intended threatened released, for the objective of gaining greater
advantage and control. Double agents you would call them, were recruited by forces opposing
the Chinese leadership to work simultaneously for both, for opposing masters. This process is
not new among humans.
The reactions of fear for life and hope for health are interesting to observe. Mankind is
receiving a higher quantity of attention from alien extraterrestrials, both long distance
observation and near-to-your planet examination, than it has since the demise of Atlantis.
Current human behavior, actions and mostly reactions, are a large reason for increased
observation,
Many mosquito borne viruses, after having infected a human or susceptible animal, provide
high and sometimes permanent protection or even immunity from the new virus now
circulating. This virus was intentionally mutated; it has little ability to continue doing so, and
not to a material effect.
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The virus can easily enter the metabolism through the eyes. Beware of instructions, orders and
commands to begin using goggles and other protective eyewear; ask why such
recommendations have been nearly as widely circulated as use of masks.
The last shall we say on this matter involves the urgent question many humans have; when will
the crisis be finished. To this we say, this is your human decision. The spread of the virus
occurred precisely as we, your alien ET friends and many a virologist among humans expected
would occur. The decline is also occurring precisely as we know humans should expect, but do
not.
Allow a brief comparison to economic analysis; the end of a phase of either growth or shrink, of
expansion or retreat, is only detected some time interval after the material change, apogee or
perigee, critical juncture or turning points have already passed. Intermediate oscillations from
time measurement interval to the end of the next, typically months for economic
measurements and readings, are normal and can often see reversals which themselves are redirected to the opposite, preserving the trend analysis over time reveals.
Such similar trend occurs now, but no end can be forecast, only determined some time
afterwards. This aspect is well known to the controllers and their handler masters, who are
taking advantage of any upward fluctuation to create additional concern, worry and fear. This
supplies power; s/he who offers at least consolation if not answers or solutions, who already
has certain authorities the creating population will follow and obey, seeks to exercise this
power.
We shall say, the permanent decline into normalcy will become evident in several months from
now but skeptical caution will continue to be offered by the naïvely risk averse yet honest
reporters or authorities who assumed the oversight, overruling and overturning perspective.
Driving this shall be the puppet politician, controlled mostly indirectly and somewhat invisibly
―they do not know in most cases that a hidden controlled power commands from behind
curtains― and the very few knowing masters of masquerade.
Analysis of medications, both preventive and curative, to include the results of their
prescription, will demonstrate a morbidity similar to influenza. The infection rates were initially
higher because of much lower immunity across the population.
Continuing to clamp down is bringing about harmful effects which can be avoided, most of
these apparently economic. The bigger issue, problem and concerns are not economic,
although decreased human contact is causing economic changes directly. The bigger problem is
the effect upon human interaction, over time.
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When the effects of decreased interpersonal contact become unmistakable to anyone giving
even brief attention to the topic, the relative error in much human policy will emerge.
This virus and potential symptoms and disease are neither a hoax nor reasonable cause for
generalized fear.
From abject terror to steady concern, both of these reactions, are changing human behavior
exactly as the human controllers of humans prefer."

Chapter 18 Space Technology
"The topic at hand, technology of outer space, that which exists beyond the influence of Earth,
we shall explain. What shall appear and come to be known by humans in three, four and more
decades. Much of this technology will be at first shown to humans before it is used by humans,
your alien extraterrestrial cousins, friends and family from your section of the galaxy.
Allow us to discuss demonstration. One of the first things your visitors and friends will
demonstrate is the universe as they know it, for they will not have traveled through much of it
to say with certainty of experience.
This will be shown to you in a three dimensional holographic type projection which will
surround you as it is demonstrated. The purpose will be to emphasize the absence of up and
down, north and south, left and right or forward and back. You shall stand inside a dark room
with a transparent floor, similar to glass although it will be a transparent metal, a type of
aluminum and magnesium type alloy and of equivalent strength, by comparison.
A sector or region of the universe will be shown to you as a point of light or a bright dot, all
other equivalent bright points artificially dimmed to emphasize the one you will be shown. It
will be highlighted with a different colored arrow, such as what humans would call bright pink,
bright yellow or bright orange.
The location will be drawn to you, expanding ever larger over the interval of several seconds,
creating the sensation that you have approached it ―or it has approached you― so that its
image fills your field of vision. The same as if you stood before a boulder five meters tall, from
only five meters distance. The same vision filling presence.
In turn all of the principal objects, stars, planets, comets, nebulae, asteroids, moons, meteors,
will be identified and described. Size, movement, origin and composition will be explained, as
you drink in the view.
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This demonstration of the star and planets of the civilizations who regularly visit and watch
over Earth, shall be followed by similar visits to nearby galaxies, beginning with Andromeda
your closest neighbor.
The final demonstration will be Earth and your own solar system, shown to you exactly as it
appears when seen in a similar way, seen just as it is observed by a visitor coming from far
away, several light years or more by human time distance measurements.
Once the few basic visits have concluded, this stage of your understanding expansion to require
several hours of human surface time ―we suggest a marathon movie session for comparison,
with breaks for eating, drinking liquids and visiting the water closet, as it were― then the
appropriate descriptions of space travel methods, techniques and routes shall be explained.
Here we say, the some of you in small numbers, often randomly selected, shall be invited to
visit other planets and stars, to see for yourselves what this method of travel provides. Allow us
first a description of the travel that humans shall see, then a description of the technology
which allows it.
Some visitors to Earth cannot enter your atmosphere and would experience effects similar to a
gilled fish removed from water. Other visitors to Earth would feel the effects of a lunged sea
creature which breathes the same air humans and land surface animals require. This creature
requires water, and for brief interludes outside its natural environment, requires damp, wet
skin. Other creatures on earth are amphibious, and survive both air and sea environments.
All of these effects occur to visitors to Earth, and this range and others would occur to humans
in the environments of many visitors, the environments of their planets. The ships or vessels
used to take a human for a visit elsewhere, will have separate compartments to maintain the
atmosphere humans require. Few humans will be permitted to leave the ships and see the
surface of certain planets, for this would require the use of a protective atmospheric suit. The
same effect occurs for Earth and visitors to it.
The journey from Earth to a planet orbiting a star fifty to eighty light years from Earth, will
require from two to four hours of equivalent Earth time. The humans invited will be
encouraged to bring an Earth surface timing device to measure this elapse, this interval to
confirm it for Earth residents upon return.
The ability to view the exterior of the vessel will not be accomplished through viewing ports
once the ship has departed Earth to begin its travel, or vice versa for the return. Near or
orbiting Earth the transparent metallic panels will be used, however these will be covered by
closing a surface over them. This covering will be of the same material as the rest of the
exterior fuselage, and will seal into place as if a permanent panel.
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Once this is done, guest travelers will see large projection screens inside which display an image
so faithfully and accurately, it will be very difficult to discern the difference, by a human,
between the display screen and a view of the image through the transparent metallic panels.
Once the journey begins, movement will exceed the visible light speed limit humans know; this
will cause the exterior view to appear a dark gray, as if one were looking into a thick cloud near
sunset or just after sunrise. The few of you having been inside a cloud or fog during the ten to
fifteen minutes before or after the sun near Earth rises or sets, have this experience firsthand.
When the velocity of the travelling vessel reduces upon approach to the destination, the display
screen will appear to come on suddenly as the light frequencies will suddenly drop back into
the range of human eye organ perception.
Turn we do now to the technology used, and say this will not be developed by humans entirely.
It will be introduced and humans will gradually become able to develop it, with assistance from
your alien extraterrestrial cousins.
The great road bumps, obstacles thus concerns which impede this sharing now, are human
nature, tendency and proclivity. Even a small number of humans would make great effort to
seize the technology and use it for weaponry. This would be a distortion and become
essentially, prohibited interference into mankind's life. Once your alien extraterrestrial visitors
see the risk of this step drop to near zero, then the technology would be developed. Some time
and distance are yet required for mankind to traverse, before this stage is reached.
The ability to cross massive distances relies upon magnetism for movement or propulsion, and
both x-rays and gamma rays for navigation.
Human magnetism perception equates, correctly, the size of a magnetic field to mass of the
object which develops it. This is due to human inability to create a sufficiently large magnetic
field, which requires the ability to generate sufficiently large quantities of electrical power in a
space vessel. The ability to do this involves generation methods humans do not possess,
methods which would be quickly developed into both weapons and platforms.
As we have explained on these pages before, the generation will require nuclear energy but in
ways humans cannot yet re-create. Magnetism will be used to suspend and inject sufficient yet
controlled amounts of material, generally several million molecules of material or less at any
one time, at a steady rate of consumption. This will maintain the heat source constant, much
the way humans have learned to insert bars into nuclear fuel and material, in order to catch
and capture protons and neutrons and limit the pace of a nuclear reaction.
The essential difference is to limit the fuel, thus the risk of a runaway reaction, what you call a
bomb. The design used is utterly safe; any malfunction cuts off the supply of nuclear fuel and
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the electricity shuts off. Any component which fails can be replaced in very short order and the
device restarted.
The heat created is used to generate a sufficiently steady electric current which is amplified
with crystals into powerful light, in turn used to energize photovoltaic panels which in turn
produce massive amounts of electricity which feed coils. These create a magnetic field humans
cannot yet imagine possible for a device only ten or twenty meters in length. The strength of
the magnetic field would be easily sufficient to lift several million tons on Earth's surface.
Imagine a block of iron which weighs two billion pounds or one million tons, lifted as easily as if
it weighed but ten pounds. The creation of a smaller countering magnetic field of far lesser
strength, aimed towards each other so that like poles, positive to positive, or negative to
negative, are brought to bear against one another, creates the propulsion.
Because the opposing fields are generated by the same vessel, the stronger of the two propels
the ship precisely just as the fields are aimed or oriented towards the desired trajectory. We
suggest the idea of a carrot dangled before the horse, the animal moving ever forward to reach
and eat it, its own movement assuring the hanging carrot moves away consistently. The horse
however thinks, soon learns and then gives up, but the magnetic propulsion device simply
operates.
Navigation detects x- and gamma ray emissions from the target star, and this energy radiates at
a frequency as easily identified as a radio signal broadcast on Earth. The speed is essentially
instantaneous throughout the universe, with many subsets or sub-ranges within.
The navigation system in the magnetically propelled ship adjusts the relative strengths of the
opposing magnetic fields and also their orientation or aim, to become aligned with the x- and
gamma ray source emissions. This is less complicated and less difficult than human use of radio
vectors for aircraft navigation. This system also advises the interstellar vessel precisely when
the target star or location is coming close, and reduces the magnetic field differential to cause
the ship to stop where it chooses, inside the star and system. From this point, visual orientation
with visible light can be used, and the same propulsion system can and is used to travel to the
precise planet, moon, comet or object of any type, at velocities deemed prudent for the
environment.
To use your solar system as a target example, your visitor friends from Canopus will arrive at a
location approximately thirty or forty light minutes from your sun, at ninety degrees from the
orbital plane of the planets. For a comparison, light from your system's central star requires
approximately eight minutes to reach your planet, so the vessel remains four to five times as far
from the sun as is Earth's orbit, but ninety degrees away from the orbital plane.
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The speed of a planet's rotation and trajectory are utterly reliable and predictable, and now
central star reflected light, which identities each object plainly, is used to make the journey in
just several minutes. The visitor ship may hover, orbit or move in any direction.
From this interstellar ship it is common to deploy smaller scout ships, which are often remotely
controlled from the main vessel, however the main ship can enter Earth's atmosphere and
sometimes does. This is generally done cloaked, or covered and hidden, until the visitors wish
to reveal themselves. Thus your frequent sightings of UFOs, UAPs and other names given to
flying objects not recognized.
Crop circles are created by the smaller scout vessels, in nearly every case. The interstellar ships
are often hundreds of meters in length, sometimes more than one thousand. The smaller scout
explorer is far less likely to be detected as it reaches the surface, for among many other
reasons, to cut a design into the early harvested crops. These smaller remotely controlled ships,
but not always, are typically remote controlled. No living being inhabits them, in most cases.
The ability to move rapidly inside Earth's atmosphere is likewise achieved magnetically,
however a further discussion of this subject and various aspects we shall leave to another place
and day, as this chapter's topic is outer space technology.
The final part of outer space technology we shall discuss is traffic control and coordination. Just
as Earth surface airports require this, so do travel routes throughout the galaxy. Two parts of
the process are managed, proximity and trajectory.
Travelling vessels broadcast intentionally a travel plan on agreed frequencies, yet any
interstellar capable ship can scan all possible x- and gamma ray transmissions, even if a vessel
transmits on a different, outside the agreed range frequency. If a vessel does not offer this
information actively, its magnetic field signature is instantly detectable and this alone would be
more than sufficient to avoid mishaps.
Protection and defense are part of this process; any ship may slow or stop another by
interfering with the magnetic fields of another. Remember, the far smaller field disturbed, will
have an equally material effect upon locomotion as interference with the larger. As distance
increases, the ability to interfere drops, right along with the risk the interference is intended to
reduce.
Interstellar vessels do not carry offensive weaponry, the comparison to Earth humans would be
a temple of worship such as synagogue, cathedral, mosque or church. The members of the
congregation are the most protective of one another; give to them the ability to detect any
intruder, interloper, trespasser, invader or attacker and similar ability to neutralize such an
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offender, causing him to freeze in place, paralyzed. No harm comes to him. He may be released
at any moment.
Humans have long feared alien extraterrestrial invasions and harm. This is not possible; visitors
to Earth do not have the thoughts necessary to commit such acts."

Chapter 19 Medicine
How will disease, injury, sickness and health be diagnosed or treated in the years to come?
The Committee responds.
"Awareness of health is increasing more quickly now among humans than since the demise of
Atlantis, curiously the emphasis is now placed upon deficiencies instead of improvements.
Health care will come to mean avoidance or lessening of disease, risk and injury not what it
signifies today, medical treatment.
Knowledge of human anatomy, bodily functions, creation and maintenance of health and
acceptance of changes will become common. These are not rare today however a minority of
humans pursue this information. In the future a majority will be far more aware by comparison.
Among the minority who are relatively more aware, still there operate glaring misconceptions
created by both intentional and unintended release of incorrect information. An example is the
percentage of humans who believe they have allergenic reactions to foods, when a good deal
less than is commonly reported, actually do. The steady flow of information about food
allergies, easy to conflate because allergic reactions have, do and will always exist, have created
a business opportunity for alternative foods. Sellers need to create a market; they have.
After The Shift and the disruptions to commerce, food production and consumption, again will
be reinforced the common human phrase that necessity is the mother of invention. It is not just
that certain foods, many called delicacies or treats, will become unavailable. Many others
produced in bulk, called staples or basics, will also become unavailable or so expensive that the
effect is similar.
The aura surrounding exquisite, delicious, exotic and strange food will reduce although it will
remain to a degree.
Food will become much better understood as a drug or medication, which it is but for the
absence of this knowledge taught in the medical profession. This information exists on Earth
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now and has been made available. It is not known by the majority, not in any nation, territory
or region including doctors within them. This will change.
Because nutrition is the basis of bodily health, externally forced changes to food availability will
bring about the new focus.
We turn to disease and injury. Spiritual understanding will increase greatly, now generally
deemed a delusion by most humans. With this knowledge will come an increased acceptance of
disease and bodily injury as life plan events. Currently injuries are seen as punishment,
retribution or payback by observers who strongly disapprove of something the injured person
did, or the guilty offender forced upon the victim, such as a reckless driver. If proper social
behavior would simply be practiced, injuries would drop far below what occurs otherwise. This
attitude, belief and perspective will change nearly completely. The role of disapprover, the role
of disapproval's target and the injury itself caused by apparent accident, will begin to be
understood as a life plan event; one which can be changed.
Currently humans understand that avoidance of any risk greatly lessens the possibility of
something going wrong, but as risk is avoided, so is the joy of life.
In the future, humans will become more aware of risk and take one with knowledge. Currently
humans do so largely from ignorance or eager joy for thrills. Remaining exposed to lighting
when thunder is heard, is one example. Have you ever observed a younger person navigate a
skate park on a wheeled board designed for this? Often such daredevils will scale and descend
staircase handrails, roofs, pipes and many similarly risky obstacles oblivious to the potential
injury possible.
This attitude will change after The Shift. Risks will still be run, however with much more
examination of the outcomes possible and steps needed to lessen them.
A large and significant change will be to microbial understanding, behavior and treatment. We
refer to bacterial and viral transmission, infections and treatments. Technology will be
developed by humans with assistance from extraterrestrial visitors, which will address many
things not now easily measured or controlled.
Aerial transmission from coughed, sneezed or normally exhaled breath will come under the
ability to measure concentrations in the many typically sized droplets produced by these bodily
functions and actions.
Once this measurement ability becomes reliable, pre-existing vaccines will allow studies to far
more accurately measure thus forecast contagiousness.
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Genetic analysis will also be researched and developed to identify likelihood of microbial
infection and by type, bacteria or virus.
Our reference to extraterrestrial assistance means hints and nudges; your ET cousins have not
conducted comprehensive analysis of human anatomy to the point disease control is possible,
although this could be done in a period of Earth time which would astonish you. What they
have done is attempt to understand human anatomy and bodily functions. No interference is
permitted, however humans shall trust enough to ask for this knowledge, or least the proper
hints and nudges towards its revelation. This is always permitted, you may be given anything
from alien extraterrestrials of which you ask. We specifically mean you in the collective way; a
simple majority must affirmatively ask for alien extraterrestrial involvement. When this finally
happens, and it shall, at many junctures along the way will come the requirement, both
mentally telepathically given to many humans by their own GAGs and also from the alien ET
visitors themselves, to secure acceptance by the minority of at least their knowledge of the
process. Even if the minority reclines to request assistance, they will not be blindsided when it
appears.
The largest part of alien ET involvement in medicine, health and treatment will be
identification. They will show how to uncover the mechanisms and causes of chronic or even
fatal afflictions in humans. They will not perform the work and will most certainly not hand
humans a magic potion, cure or antidote to stop or even worse, reverse the effects. This will
disappoint and even anger many humans, however the bitter to sad reactions will serve a
purpose aliens know well, which is to reverse the automaticity of entitlement many humans
hold.
Human ideas of beneficence, doing well and good by others and generosity are assumed,
sometimes taken for granted and sometimes arrogantly incorrect. Not delivering these
wonderfully, magical solutions, cures and treatments commonly provokes a nasty reaction,
designed to achieve three things: first to cause the solution holder to relent and release
because of guilt and shame, secondly to cause the angry protestor to elevate her or his idea
and self-image of benevolence thus social status; third and lastly, to force adoption of the ideas
the protesting party prefers.
The stance will fade rapidly as other humans involved will successfully prevail upon the angry
disappointed ones among them, that your cousins are not here to solve for you what you can
do for ourselves. Spiritual knowledge will be stronger and shall prevail.
We mentioned and now turn to spiritual knowledge, and the ways it will affect thus improve
medicine. Largely this relates to death and disablement, temporarily and mild to severe and
permanent in some cases.
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All humans will agree that death is as much a piece of life as birth, that no human lives forever.
Once many a human enters the phase of life where its end is seen to approach, humans lose
this perspective almost completely. Fear of death is considered nearly a social requirement, and
inasmuch as they can be applied, nearly any effort or expense required to extend or prolong life
is made. This attitude is admirable yet disappointing, for it ignores life and its realities.
Heroic end of life efforts, often monumentally large, will cease to occur. Humans will be more
understanding and accepting of human life as a journey with a destination, that reaching it is
achievement of a goal. Reaching this enormously good milestone now, is seen as a tragedy.
Lastly we shall address medical technology and treatments.
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Injections will no longer be administered to the bloodstream with physical needles; air
pressure through skin will take over.
X-ray images will no longer be. Sharper and far more accurate three dimension
holograms of the interior of the human body will become possible, and sound waves will
be the preferred method.
Nearly all uses of cutting instruments will be replaced with lasers during surgery.
Alternative methods of disinfection will become common, such as brief intense
exposure to ultraviolet light.
Sutures will no longer require removal, as the ability to fuse broken skin will become
simple, reliable and universal. The idea this can be achieved with externally applied heat
already exists however side effects, such as scars and the operation of the equipment,
pose possible problems. Closure of cuts, breaks and ruptures in any internal or external
bodily tissue will be achieved with electricity. It will be painless, quick and reliable.
Treatment of many bodily troubles will come more and more under what today are
deemed alternative treatment methods. Acupuncture will become front and center
basic treatment, and the use of electricity will also become a very common treatment.
Many aches, pains, causes of inflammation and discomfort will be treated with low level
electricity current with great success.
Drugs and medications will be administered far less often and in small doses. This will
happen because alternative treatment methods will step in to reduce need for drugs.
They will still be used but far less.
Humans will be far less likely to abuse mind altering drugs, and this practice will fade
from commonality. Everything from ethanol to heroin and fentanyl now seen often
abused, will drop strongly.
Mental health will nearly completely abandon drug therapy, and common cases of
depression will be treated more quickly and efficiently by means of social interaction.
Most interesting shall be these methods developed, which many of you shall have
opportunity to observe. The incidence of debilitating conditions such as major
depressive disorders shall drop, as shall suicide.
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Lastly, corrective treatments for general deformities and developmental conditions
related to teeth, eyesight, hearing and related circumstances shall also see better and
quicker methods used.
Firstly, genetic indicators will be identified in the unborn so parents can know well in
advance if myopia is likely to manifest, if the adult teeth shall emerge and remain
crooked or twisted or if other conditions, deformities and problems are likely.

Pressure will there come to create genetic modification to prevent these, and the debate will
be most interesting as to whether this is desirable. In this process your alien extraterrestrial
cousins shall participate openly, demonstrating the results of similar approaches taken
elsewhere in the galaxy. In the end, humans will have the genetic correction option available
but almost nobody will use it."

Chapter 20 Education
What education is now, including its development and evolution into current practice, will
undergo big changes as and after human societies shift. The Committee explains.
"Greetings and salutations to all we extend, education a continuous process is.
We shall compare briefly what education now is, with sewage treatment. Not long ago common
was it for each house to manage this important part of human body function and hygiene
independently. One frequent method still common today, is the septic tank.
Density of housing, apartment blocks and attached houses required somewhat or very different
methods, developing into the common facilities humans now employ around the world. Black
water plumbing leading to decomposition vats. The process has been centralized, users can
simply operate the plumbing fixtures designed for the purpose, then forget.
Food production and delivery have also been developed to allow a store's customer the luxury
of ignorance about cultivation, harvesting, production, packaging, transportation, temperature
control and retail seller operations.
Education has followed this development trend. Much of the process has been placed in the
hands of central authorities, who also hold authority to confiscate money to pay for the
operation.
Instruction workers have formed labor associations, syndicates and unions to enact agreements
with the taxing authorities. The confiscated people required to pay for the process have little to
no voice over the activity. In the most benevolent cases, the taxing education authority is
governed by an elected board which has some or more control over material, method, content
and curriculum.
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Education conducted separately from a central authority under voluntary participation, is also
common, flourishing because subjects, material and method are far more easily rejected thus
under the control of participants.
Higher, entirely voluntary education has become, in many places on Earth, socially compulsory
for class access and participation, including employment. In some nations, college or university
as it is called, has come to replace required, up to approximately age eighteen education.
Material and rigor have declined somewhat, in part replaced by university education.
We are speaking overall, with clear acceptance that differences exist, seen as either positive or
otherwise, still distinct.
Increasingly in many places in current human societies, social programming has become both
an unofficial and also official part of curriculums. Disagreement with this practice has led to
complaints of indoctrination, bias and discrimination. The distinctions, say dissidents, have
become blurred and blended between opinion or point-of-view compared to academic subject
matter and material.
Ask yourself you might, why we have covered the existing state of education to the extent
preceding? To allow contrasts.
Economic retraction and transportation restrictions will cause education to become far more
localized, even more than nowdays. It will become uncommon for students to travel by motor
vehicle daily to classes, and these will be conducted within more easily walked or bicycle ridden
distance.
Teaching as a profession will become highly paid by comparison to many jobs which receive
similar or equivalent pay now. Teachers will be paid at levels humans now consider normal for
investment bankers, engineers, doctors and lawyers, as examples.
Teaching as a profession, with academic courses of study aimed at learning to become a
teacher, will fade away. Teachers will in contrast be recruited from careers in other professions,
not necessarily in the subject matter of the job. A bi- or trilingual mechanical engineer in a
nation such as India, might become, after years or even a career in engineering, a teacher of
English or mathematics or science. S/he might avoid engineering applications and material
completely.
One large goal looming for many students is access to well paid employment, and education is
seen as the doorway, the access hatch. This will change; the greatly shrinking economic activity
and wealth will force a shift in attitudes and perspectives.
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Learning will be pursued for its own benefit as much as anything else. The joy many of you
remember from certain courses, classes and schools, a joy many of you might still have now,
will become much more common. It will become almost expected.
Students will not be treated as matters of discipline, taught to control impulses, to behave
according to certain standards or punished for not complying. The pace and pattern of
education will recognize the large basic differences between human males and females and
separate them as much as gather both together, for certain phases of education.
Material will change; memorization and repetition will fade away. Exams will be much less
guessing games, becoming what are called open book. In addition, many students will be given
the test questions in advance, and in many cases will be asked or even required to select and
vote for the examination questions.
Some classes, courses and material presented will eliminate periodic examinations in favor of
weekly reviews where students, in an open book, all materials available format, will apply what
was covered that week.
Teachers, instructors and professors will become far more reinforcing of positive behavior and
progress. Unruly, uncooperative students will not be punished or penalized but asked to move
to a class of other students who have likewise disrupted the classroom setting. When sufficient
students have been brought together who represent the uncooperative members ―a reflection
of real life in almost any organization or activity― new methods and techniques will be used to
draw student attention and reinforce it.
Parents and families will become far more involved, and teachers will be admired, highly
respected members of the community where they teach."

Chapter 21 Golden Age Duration
"The question does not ask what it appears to say, because to respond means the future is cast,
set and final, which of course, it is not. Or it is? Or should be, because is this what humans
prefer to believe?
As we have before but will explain again now, the way the future and past operate shall we
now describe.
On the day you read these words, you can stop and look back at the most recent thirty days
which precede today. You can review the events of each day and see the line on a calendar. If
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you like, you can look back as far as you prefer, and similarly see a line of days and events of
each which lead to the present moment.
You also know that if you patiently wait another thirty days and experience each day to night
cycle following in order after today, the line will grow. At the point thirty days from now, you
will be able to stop, turn around and examine events of today, tomorrow, the day after and all
the days to follow until thirty have elapsed.
This makes it very easy to see time as linear, fixed and always moving forward and, most
importantly, to perceive the erroneous, incorrect and distorted view that future events are
already decided. Things will certainly happen which are foretold, destined and scheduled. All
that anyone must do is wait for the events to pass.
This scenario means humans have little to zero will of choice, no freedom to select, no
opportunity to change. Of course, this is not true at all.
What shall become an upcoming golden age will not be seen as golden by and for everyone.
Consider simply a government of a sovereign nation. During the time in office for one party,
movement or philosophy, benefits and losses will occur across the nation. Each group ―winner
or otherwise― shall express vastly distinct ideas about the precise same leadership. The
subsequent government will create a new group of gainers, other previously doing better not
so much. Which term of office in power was golden and for whom? The answer depends
heavily upon whom you ask.
Mankind's upcoming golden age has already begun. The losers are making the most noise, so it
is easy to dispute what we have just stated. You who might disagree will be accurate but
incorrect about this, because of the values, preferences and expectations you hold.
When preferences and expectations change across the board, more widespread recognition of
the golden age will begin to take hold. Allow us a brief description of the changes in values. We
enjoy this, because a change in values to many people does not mean what we intend; this
word is interpreted to mean a replacement, a new filling of slots of old but meeting the hopes
and desires of supporters. It is extremely attractive to embrace shiny new things; it entertains,
it reduces boredom and produces different effects. Simply said, novelty attracts.
The golden era will not be a new set of values replacing older and established ideas. The many
proponents of open-mindedness will discover it really means new-mindedness. Being openminded now means accept the newer idea as the first step towards abandonment of the older
idea with which someone disagrees, leading to the third final step, to secure your adoption of
what is preferred.
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In the newer era, seeking like minded ideas will become less attractive. Strange it will no doubt
sound now, however the majority of humans will develop the habit of seeking disagreement,
not confirmation or reaffirmation of preferences.
Disputes will drop far off, to the point where legal representation as a profession will fade from
prominence. Disagreements will not be adversarial automatically. Disagreements will involve
the many interested parties stating their goals, all involved working to provide as much of each
objective as can be achieved.
Strength, force and influence will fall from favor. Currently humans pursue their own interests,
and use pursuit of the common good as a technique or method to pursue self-interest. In the
upcoming decades, humans will see how their personal self-interest is best served by not
aiming at that as the priority, whether concealed or openly displayed.
The beginnings of this age, as we said earlier, are occurring now. The emergence of the
practical benefits will happen as awareness and acceptance of them develop. This will be more
possible when geophysical events recede. The effects of and from them will rattle mankind's
mental cages. Envy of material possession, desire to obtain another or always the newer
version of anything, latest model or fanciest design, the concern for public appearance from
these and many things, will fade far away as humans are forced by unavailability, to think away
from availability of many things now assumed normal and often taken for granted.
The new age can last as long as mankind wishes. We say now at least until the end of this
millennium; year three thousand. The end of this century will see the phase reach top gear."

Chapter 22 Financial Systems
"The financial system means how to give each other things, which humans shall always do.
What shall change is: what and how you expect something(s) in return.
Methods, techniques, procedures and process for moving around money will evolve rapidly,
more quickly than any change coming after The Shift. It cannot be said how quickly or slowly
changes will be made, because no specific date or range can be given for the end of The Shift.
This is not because of physical events humans cannot control, but rather because of reactions
to them, which humans most certainly do and can control. Finances will be altered, solely by
humans.
The many of you may study in as much depth as you prefer or tolerate, current money games
humans play. These games will become something which appears otherwise, and the many of
you also know this.
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Humans attach to money human perceptions of wealth, ego, esteem, personal value and the
general worth of a human. As with many learned behaviors, newer versions are possible. Most
certainly these will come about.
Envision yourself inside a section of human society and Earth surface territory where money
suddenly ceased to exist. We choose as an example Australia, because of its large land surface
area and physical separation by seawater from other lands. Imagine also electricity knocked out
across that continent by an electromagnetic pulse, rendering communications with the world
impossible. All bank computers are likewise damaged. The only money available is cash on & in
hand at the time automatic teller machines, bank offices and other sources of printed bills
money and coins become closed.
The large majority of purchase and sale transactions are electronic, the vast majority of bank
cheque processing is done the same way. The paper documents are totaled each day, net
amounts transferred electronically.
It is not difficult to imagine the vast and nearly immediate purchasing power the occasional,
accidental holders of cash will suddenly possess. Shortly after food producers and sellers come
to realise the habit of cash acceptance ―physical or electronic― denies them sales, quickly will
both sides settle on new modes & methods of exchange. Humans will die without food, this
base instinct shall provide the foundation for systems soon extended to many forms of
commerce.
Returning to reality of money as it now exists, we say it will change in ways human reactions
will determine.
Throughout this short book, have lingered the notions many a human hold high and nigh, that a
prediction will be interesting, good to know and of value. This hope is held far too high by far
too many humans willing to be aware of what you reading this book now understand far better
than the human population in general.
If your future can be predicted, so can this be done for someone else. How special, unique and
privileged are you, above or below anyone else? Fairness requires that what is available to the
one person should be available to the many.
Do any one of you proceed through life with the notions your life plan is already decided and
the important events are forecast, foretold and foregone? Unlikely ―even if casually
entertained for brief interludes― is it that you think this way. You choose which clothes to
wear or if any at all, what and how much food to eat, assuming you have it. If you do not, soon
this choice becomes unnecessary.
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Do you have a choice of either doing or not doing many things, and when you pick one, do you
also have a chance to do that thing several ways? How many colors, sizes and styles of hair
comb or brush have you seen or use? How many styles of hair itself can be selected?
If small choices are owned thus controlled, so are the large. Often have we described how large
events in life are controlled by you, as part of your life agreement or soul contract, which exerts
even stricter control than do hair combs and styling.
The financial system, unlike your individual hair, is the cumulative effect. To know what will
happen cumulatively is to know first what will happen individually. In other words, to know
yourself.
Money is not edible, and if attempted consumed, is not digestible. We can assure you this has
been attempted by human and animal like with less than ideal effects, yet what great value is
placed on and around money does and cannot satisfy thirst, hunger, disease, pain, distress,
soreness, injury and…..we know you understand.
Is a rich but uneducated teenager, smart? No, and soon his actions ―hers when female― will
earn the nickname "stupid rich kid". Turn to the building where education is conducted; what
active human security and protection do you see surrounding it or controlling access to the
grounds and structure?
Turn to the bank where the "stupid rich" person might keep the money earning half of the
nickname. What similar protections are placed? Consider also the vehicle used to move cash
from place to place; what steps are followed to keep the money safe?
Human priorities, preferences and goals are reflected by human treatment of money. As human
goals change, so will the treatment.
For a time, ownership of a company will not be attractive; trading of ownership pieces will fall
off and never recover to what have been historic levels seen during the most recent half
century of Earth surface time.
When the sale and exchange of company ownership regains favour among humans, it will not
be done commonly through venues and forums established for this purpose, what today are
called bourses or exchanges. It will also not be done with currency values attached; the notion
anything is "worth" so many, few or such and such amount of money units, will be as
uncommon as common.
Essentially, stock and share trading will quickly disappear, re-emerge but as much away from
exchanges and bourses and often not valued in pounds, shekels, pesos, francs, marks, yen or
yuan.
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Cash money itself will again become dominant and take many forms. Central government
control of money will greatly diminish, and will become restricted to simple issuance of money,
printing of bills and striking of coins for the most part.
Central banking and control of commercial institutions will drop away to simple examination
and reporting. A failing bank will not be attempted guaranteed, saved or rescued. Assumption
of financial risk to take a run at riches will be seen by one and all as gambling, insignificant
differences being time to result. This is no different than today, however quick and nearly
instant outcomes are renamed gaming and beyond that, investing.
Lending, borrowing and the activity of engaging in both, often called arbitrage, will fade from
popularity.
The cause of changes to come about is transparence, it will become most important as
emotions attached to money fade from view. Currently humans prefer concealment of what
they receive for work, or seek the information about others without divulging it. Many humans'
reactions are seen to justify this perspective, to avoid envy, salary pressure upon managers
from employees, exposure to theft, complaints and many other emotional reasons.
When economic collapse causes revelation of pay records from failed, collapsed companies,
governments and many entities generally paying employees for work, the truths now often
concealed about payments will be revealed in broad, general ways not seen on Earth for two
hundred centuries.
The typical approach taken by bankruptcy will be altered. Bankruptcy reorganization and
liquidation will be merged into a hybrid third version, because nearly all attempts to reorganize
under bankruptcy will fail, the exercise in general will become nearly completely futile but for
the mental extension of the notion one should never give up. Persistence and perseverance
quickly turn into denial, the inevitable result unseen by its targets until an abrupt end arrives.
The new version will not last long, as the many companies and business now seen as typical,
automatic and just about permanent will be gone also. Far fewer companies and business will
come to replace them, so declarations of bankruptcy will be less frequent and drop to nearly
none.
Revelations coming which shall lead to transparence are as much spiritual as physical, which
humans sub-label as economic within the greater realm of the physical in your three
dimensions.
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It will be difficult as business regulators, elected officials and others involved will nearly one and
all become unnecessary, redundant and unable to find suitable economic activity for personal
gain yet their wealth and positions remain relatively unaffected throughout.
Examination of the sources and uses of money will at first lead to shock, anger and outrage but
will later bring about transparence.
It will become common to see bank account information, cash on hand, in pockets and purses,
in the cash drawer and register at a store. Stealing, thieving and robbery of cash will fall away to
nearly nothing, because humans will no longer teach it to one another.
Displays of trinkets acquired to display wealth will drop off because interest in observing the
trinkets will fade away. Humans will become far more interested in function, durability and
value than looks, appearance and emotion of money and luxuries.
Currently, these emotions are more important than has even been the case across human
populations.
Taxes collected, spent, all money changing hands where written records are kept will become
publicly available to whomever wants to look. The detachment of human emotion from money
will bring this about.
In many ways it will be easy to say that money will no longer exist; it will but solely because of
its efficiency, the reason it was created initially. Barter systems are cumbersome and inefficient.
Money advances this process and will be maintained for this purpose.
Mankind will no longer seek long term security through anonymous financial means. This
means pensions, retirement savings schemes, retirement benefit salary programs and the like
as now conducted will be replaced by voluntary plans centered around families and
communities.
Generosity and kindness without expectation of return, thanks or acknowledgement will
flourish and because of this, expressions of thanks, appreciation and gratitude will nearly
overflow.
Human art, defined in many and varied ways now, will find even newer expressions of it and
expand to creation and enjoyment by a far larger part of the population than now consumes
these things. Leisure and recreation will expand significantly, to such point that pursuit of art,
sport and fun will be given equal life importance as receive work, dedication and duty.
How will this work you may ask?
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Quite simply we say, as we see this future clearly. Humans will revalue what is considered
productivity because it is measured in terms of money which will no longer be seen as a
measure of anything substantially worthwhile. It will be simply perceived as an efficiency
mechanism. The desire to seek ever more money, in anticipation of ever better possessions and
increasing prices overall, will drop away because better possessions will no longer draw
attention or be socially attractive. A very few will do it, the majority accepting of and
unperturbed by the very small numbers of people who do.
The business of counting and managing money itself, will drop almost to zero. Humans will
learn to count as humans always have, and will not require someone to count for themselves.
Stupidly simple to say this it seems now, we do understand, but complications now requiring of
many accountants, lawyers, advisors, brokers, managers and investors to sort will no longer be.
No more will people be able to locate then exploit opportunity to get more, keep more while
disbursing the same or less, through use of money managers.
The loss of supply and fear or lack or, want will go away."

Epilogue
John ran along the bike path in the woods, spots of dirt the witnesses of the battle
against nature. Weeds and trees would overcome; John felt obligated to keep the path open, if
only for himself. The great trees towered above and into the distance, smaller ones along with
many bushes, plants and shrubs of different heights underneath.
He approached a turn covered by leaves from surrounding oaks, forming an area wider
than most parts of the path. His footsteps crunched these dry leaves other path sections didn’t
receive; he noticed a strange something ahead he'd never felt before. With neither concern nor
fear, he slowed and then walked curiously, sweat dripping from his eyebrows on this warm,
humid afternoon; sunlight poked through. He stopped and listened to only the normal rustling
of leaves in the breeze. The presence felt stronger; he looked around to no explanation. He ran
back to far enough to where he felt nothing.
John returned to one hundred yards ahead and stopped. The being-watched feeling
remained strong, but nothing was around. No animal would tolerate him that close without
fleeing.
Air before him shimmered in silence. John stared intently as it grew. The absence of fear
surprised him; he felt no urge except to look directly at the visible ripples of air no more than
six meters in front of him.
Slowly, gradually and silently a greenish blue haze emerged and grew into a tall, narrow
oblong shape; the shimmer stopped. John could see through despite its unmistakable presence;
he felt only curiosity.
The shape formed a human torso, legs, arms and then head. It obscured the woods
beyond. The color of greenish blue remained.
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John wiped his sweat heavy eyebrows, his gaze fixed on what stood before him. The
silhouette then took on depth; features appeared. Feet, hands, a neck, face and eyes, nose and
mouth. The head was triangular, the outsides of the eyes pointed upwards, twice the size of
any human. The nose was diminutive, the mouth a straight slit below with almost no lips. No
hair appeared. Clothed in a one piece suit, no features existed where a human would have
them. Most curious were the eyes; white where a human eye would be but the corneas deep
red!
John blurted out, “Who are you?!”
The thin, nearly lipless mouth curved upwards at both sides but never opened. In his
mind John heard clearly the words, “Doshar; my name is Doshar. Hello, John.”
――― o ―――
John opened the CD drive on his laptop computer, slipped Doshar’s disc out of its white
paper envelope and dropped it, rainbow reflecting side down, then closed it; the computer
whirred. John looked inside the disc envelope, noticing its silver metallic color; outside it was
white paper but the inside looked like dull aluminum foil. It weighed no more than tissue. John
pinched the envelope’s flap with fingertips of both hands, then tried to tear a tiny notch.
Despite its almost non-existent weight, it would not rip; John gripped tighter and pulled harder.
The envelope stretched slightly but held, no matter how hard he pulled, it returned to original
shape when released. John tried harder and harder, lastly grabbing the envelope with both
hands; the envelope would deform and stretch a little, but could not be torn.
The beginning of the video appeared, its prompt waiting to start. When Doshar gave
John this CD an hour earlier, John was confused about why and how he could understand
Doshar without hearing anything, and was still mystified.
John remembered the immediate area became dark just before Doshar projected a
movie from inside himself, images appearing between them as if hitting an invisible, suspended
screen; the beam came from inside Doshar.
The video presented a semi-circular lecture hall inside what Doshar “told” John was the
space vessel which brought him; tall city buildings were approached and then looked inside,
roofs, walls and windows all penetrated the same. The exterior became transparent for huge
sections of a floor, everything inside heard and seen perfectly, the people oblivious to being
filmed.
A bluish green planet appeared with swirls of white John instantly recognized as Earth. A
narrator spoke without sound; subtitles crawled and John again heard words inside his head.
He pressed “Pause”; the image and subtitles froze, the narrator went silent. John clicked on
“Play”; the movie resumed along with narrator speech inside his head. He turned the speakers
off and on, without effect. Only a pause would stop the narrating voice.
John got up, went outside, picked up two stones and clicked them together; the sharp
“clack, clack” sound was normal. He clapped his hands; he listened to birds and the breeze. All
seemed normal.
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Back inside with the movie going again, he pushed “escape” on the keyboard. A dropdown menu named “Language” appeared with a list too long to fit the display. More than two
hundred choices were offered, many in characters he didn't recognize. He chose one and
pushed "Play"; the subtitles changed but he heard the same English spoken inside his head.
He telephoned his neighbor raised in Quebec and took the laptop along for a visit. John
turned down the audio a little, started the movie after choosing Russian. His neighbor smiled as
the Cyrillic alphabet marched across the bottom of the screen; John asked his neighbor, “Why
are you grinning?
“Because I hear Canadian French inside my head; a good trick, John. Now, what the
Russian writing says is...”
“I hear it in English” John answered.
They both looked at the subtitles neither understood.
“Tell me what it just said” asked the neighbor.
John paused the movie, then repeated what he’d just heard inside his head. His
Canadian neighbor gave an amazed, curious grin then blurted out a phrase in French. John
looked confused.
“So you really don’t understand French?” asked his Canadian neighbor.
“Of course not” said John, “I repeated what I heard. What did you say to me in French?”
“A test” said the neighbor, "to see if you really understood French" but not daring to
translate that he’d asked John in French about John's teenage daughter sleeping with the
mailman. Instead the neighbor said, “It’s a neat trick, but how does it work?”
“I don’t know, that’s what I’m trying to figure out.” John then fibbed and said “I think it’s
a programming mismatch of dubbing and subtitles; why the heck would Russian writing be
spoken in Canadian French?”
“Good question”.
John closed up his laptop, returned home and set it aside to figure things out.

“Greetings we offer and thanks we give, for your time and attention. We who
understand not the time of your world, appreciate the value you place in its passing and the
idea of its existence as resource, and for your willingness to give it to us, we are grateful.
We tell you now about the basic vessel of your trip to Earth, the vehicle of your
existence and the enclosure of your environment; the human body.
Earth has existed far longer than humans have lived on the surface; this prepared the
environment for animal life. We suggest not, that all was done for human society as the
pinnacle from everything which existed and developed before this time. This is not the case;
your lives on Earth are the benefit and the result of the many things developing before human
life was created, which you all now live.
Your bodies resemble your former ancestral planetary bodies from elsewhere in this
solar system; from the planet named Mars where most of you lived before Earth. Before Mars
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many of your souls lived on a planet no longer; you have named it the Asteroid Belt in your
English.
Destruction of that planet also had names in languages of civilizations there; from these
names come your word asteroid. The popular name was Astros; upon destruction, the word
came to mean place of stars, where fragments of Astros went. This word, re-introduced on
Earth after your souls’ bodies perished on Mars, came to Earth. Without telescopes, stars and
planets seem the same at first glance.
The form of human bodies has been adapted to the environment of inhabited planets; a
basic biped design offers advantages; there are four legged beings with great agility, such as the
felines and canines, however a biped’s arms deliver manipulation of environment a four legs do
not achieve. Cerebral cavities are close to key sensory organs, efficient and providing safety;
complex organisms living in water or flying often through air share this trait for the same
reasons. Very few have the unique arm and leg structure; such design is not rare or unusual in
your galaxy.”
John looked at the subtitles and the expanse of shifting, undulating colors behind and
wondered about examples of bodies humans had never seen; who were the former Martians
and Astrians, what did they once look like?
The video narrator continued; “Key adjustments in bodies you inhabit now are made
chemically; DNA implantation into your bodies by your cousins from other planets, your
celestial cousins and friends who always knew and still know you now well, who have regularly,
continuously visited since humans were first created. As aerial flight has been understood by
humanity, born was the phrase "unidentified flying object" from many sightings of our vessels.
These sightings have always happened for Earth’s humans, sometimes explained as Gods.
Body chemistry was adjusted through DNA to match carbon molecules of all living things
to Earth's environment. This was done consistently through your solar system, only requiring
smaller, unique adjustments for each planet, for mixtures of inhaled gases different from
planets Mars or Astros.
John wondered if stories about a Garden of Eden were true. Suddenly the movie
paused by itself; John heard the word “Yes” clearly. Just as abruptly, by itself, the movie
continued.
“Evolution continues. Body shapes, features and colors still change, adaptation already
coded into human DNA, activated by prolonged environment triggers. Colder air and heat, sun
and direct rays or damp and cloudy are examples."
"Humans did not evolve from simians; your shapes and forms are taken from sister
planets in the nearby sectors of the galaxy.”
John contemplated the religious and science wars this information could set off, and
wondered what, if anything, could be done with this movie.
At this thought the movie paused itself again; John heard Doshar’s voice, as he did on
the running trail.
“John, we ask that you finish the movie, there will be instructions then. You will
understand this purpose. Remember how I offered the disc, the envelope coming from inside
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the projector beam which faded then drew back to its pinpoint source? The way the disk
materialized from air, faintly and then more solid? Lowering to the ground when I asked you to
take it?”
“Yes” John thought.
“Good” replied Doshar’s voice, “you understand curiosity, this changes never in
humanity, not ever. We also say, intense as may be human curiosity, it is reduced compared to
natural curiosity of light beings, which you also are, throughout the universe. A physical body
has limits with its physical environment. Things which pique curiosity are likewise limited. This
perception does not exist for humans, unaware you are of what might be compared.”
“Wait”, John though to himself, “you understood me when I thought ‘Yes, I do?’”
“Of course” answered Doshar.
“How did I do that, just by thinking?” stammered John with surprise.
“Yes”, answered Doshar, “you now see; do your words not begin with thoughts? Of
course, as with all humans. Do thoughts not exist for person unable to speak? We do not
require speech, we understand your thought before you speak words for it. Your thinking is
artificially boxed up inside physical perception. As you hear without words, so do we. Your
unawareness now fades.”
"You always had this ability; you never lost it. It was only set aside briefly, as with all
humans; you and I are using it now. Be comfortable, it is natural and certainly simple. Is it not?”
“Yes, it is” thought John to himself, and then he looked back to the paused movie.
“It shall begin again” he heard Doshar say inside his head. The narrator spoke:
“Society is the effect of your many life decisions; your blueprint and plan before you
came to live on Earth, then choices made once born. The combinations create your individual
course. The sum total of you all, makes a society.
There is great desire to know the future we understand, it is your memory of your true
self and past lives. Before incarnation, you each and all design and arrange intervention; you
choose the things and the people to experience. You give permission to your Guides to ensure
you encounter the opportunities. You understand reluctance and concern, timidity and fear and
where you believe these shall cause you hesitation, you grant your Guardian Angels ability to
interfere on your behalf, to bring you to a place you plan.
Many things you encounter in life involve other souls; all traverse a mixture of planned
life planned including decisions along the way, a unique mixture results for each of you. It is
possible to create a deviation, a detour and digression. Humans can skip key planned steps if
enough decisions along the way turn a life away from them.
You make life event lists, then set aside your natural, complete knowledge and
unrestricted access; so well is this done, most humans deny it can exist. This is your intent; for if
you knew what would cross your path and when, you would change course to seek the positive
and avoid negative.
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You have already done this; you plan your life to always reach what shall benefit you.
Then you come to Earth to live it. You learn that life is random, haphazard and offers
components of luck, good and bad.
There is no randomness, even though it seems this way; there are variations of events
but getting back on course is nearly always possible, even without awareness of the process
and why.
Victimhood is often selected. We know this concept will draw objection; no unfortunate
object of circumstance should befall injury, loss or anguish, least of all at the hands of another
human. How dare we suggest it happens?
We suggest nothing, we say conclusively, it does happen. Resistance to pain, hurt and
loss supply the lesson each presents; have you not gained experience, insight and perspective
from things deemed bad? Is misfortune not a silver lined cloud in many cases? Hidden deeply in
the lining, now comes forth a lifted awareness.
This means remembrance of tranquility, safety and goodness you have, eternally and
completely, in your home of Heaven. Traces poke through to drive your desire for ever more
contentment, satisfaction and tranquility. This manifests through efforts to ensure safety,
provide health, nutrition and protection; much effort is made for safety equipment, to
eliminate objects deemed weapons and to provide for nutrition and food satisfaction.
Human societies form around desires to capture collective human energy, for as much
as you share process and benefits. This is a pure remembrance of your home. We smile with
great pride to imagine your efforts in this way.
Too easily are imperfections criticized, too easily are fears stoked for control, yet
freedom allows this choice. Comparison between encouragement, congratulations, reward and
approval against criticism is positive; comparisons paint clear pictures.
Live as if finality is certain, it is your desire to see yourself so, because no human will live
forever. We do not suggest denial of our existence is incorrect, even if untrue; it is a human
trait to believe our presence is incorrect. This is an example of Earth life beauty; denial of
alternatives, existences and understanding still unencountered.
John pushed the “Pause” button and thought about his life. He remembered distress,
frustration, despair and hurt from many moments; when fired with no reason given. He now
understood their fear of being rejected. John felt sorry for them, of their inability to tell John,
he was not liked.
John remembered his wife, very early in their marriage, screaming criticism at him but
could not remember why; he did not understand why and only that she was upset. He
remembered how desperate he felt from not being able to explain himself, his efforts to get an
explanation futile. He remembered the sensation of being inside a bubble, screaming at people
just outside, unable to hear him.
He remembered the nervousness entering a party, worried about rejection like so many
times in school. He now felt sorry for the kids who rejected him then.
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The girl he admired, who glanced back annoyed when he tried to talk; was it so bad to
try for at least friendship?
How could the narrator understand him? How was John’s life understood? John thought
far back to happy times of life when failure wasn’t; he knew he would succeed somewhere,
even though now, decades later, success had come to a halt. Social acknowledgement was no
more, John did not want it either.
He clicked on “Play” to continue the movie.
“Human societies are the sum totals of acts, history the creation of design. As we
discuss this now, you should know you are being observed with intense, focused interest by
your galaxy cousins, all of whom have graduated to civilizations which once developed societies
as does Earth.
John watched the last of great nature scenes as he listened, and wondered about the
Doshar and the compact disk.
“John” he heard inside his head, “it is Doshar. I hear you think of me.”
“Where are you, Doshar? I can’t see you.” John answered out loud.
“Ask a question by thought; without speaking.”
John thought a moment, then asked what would be the sum of forty six and twenty two.
“Sixty eight” sounded in his head.
“Do you see?” said Doshar by thought, amazing John who now wondered about going
crazy.
“No, you are not crazy, although many people having done horrible things who later say
voices instructed them, are indeed often a voice heard, the way you now hear mine.”
“What’s the difference, then?” John thought back.
“Acts. Do you act if told to do terrible things? You are no more likely by word than by
thought. Crazy is not a mode of communication.”
“Did I always have this ability?” John thought to Doshar.
“Yes”, came Doshar’s answer. “It is natural for all humans.”
“Doshar” asked John, “Why me?”
“You selected this long ago. We simply follow through.”
“Who are you besides your name?”
“I am a young investigator from a star you call Canopus.”
“You’re not there now?”
“No,” said Doshar, “I am aboard our main ship and we soon depart for home, our
observations finished for now. We shall return and will see you again, if you do not mind. If you
have any objection when I next appear, simply think it and I will depart. I will not appear before
you in the presence of other humans, as I did.”
“Do you know about Earth’s future?” John blurted out a bit undiplomatically.
“Yes.”
“Please, tell me, do I have to worry?”
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“I am pleased you have asked this, since I discussed this subject with my good friend
Bindar, here as we speak. Bindar believes we remain quiet on this topic, but your choice to have
this information now, thus you speak of it, means an answer is deserving. We shall speak to
you. We may never interfere or influence behavior to alter the historical future. We shall tell
what choices await.”
John listened in fascinated silence.
Doshar continued “I will ask Bindar to communicate.
John felt a deeper, heavier voice. The room remained silent and quiet; John felt the new
voice also come by thought.
“Greetings, John” said the deeper voice “I am Bindar.”
“Humanity comes to a close of many millennia, a turning point for the galaxy. On Earth
we know this is time but it is an illusion. Humans count planet rotations and revolutions, by this
rhythm, now end two hundred centuries to enter Aquarius of astrology, well named for the
former planet; this we enjoy. We are pleased its name survives, if not its memory but soon this
will be remedied.
What shall most importantly come to Earth is human awareness of our interest, love
and admiration for mankind, if not our physical presence. Superstition leading to fear of us can
trigger concern to worry which undermine and even reverse benefits. We will budget our
appearances conservatively. Positive human choices can increase the budget.
Challenges and threats upon Earth we shall and cannot control; humans need
understanding. So much remains to be known.
Physical changes to Earth will curtail consumption, travel and progress, to be seen in
different ways. We shall list them.
Earth will remove the ability to navigate its seas and skies by the methods now
common; your magnetics will shift abruptly, causing unreliable routes. Ocean navigation by the
stars will see a resurgence however commerce by this means will drop sharply.
Communications will remain and be even enhanced, yet aircraft use will fade, as will use
of refinements of ground oil. This shift in transportation will alter commerce and economics
and there will be much distress. There need not be; the loss of stress will be worth the loss;
your friends and family and social networks shall gain.
You will not all grow hungry; great generosity and goodwill will be found again in places
it is now found little.
Government activity will fall away, not to be missed; indeed many humans will wonder
how it expanded, without sorrow. Happiness at the joy your beautiful, wonderful and bountiful
Earth offers will become a basket of wellness.
There will be frustration and upset with the altered surroundings, changes which
require resettlement. Some of the relocated will fall ill, some will not survive the sicknesses.
“What things will happen, Bindar?” asked John.
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“Volcanoes will erupt and ash shall dim the sky; not to block all sunlight yet enough to
trap heat and warm the Earth. The surface temperature comes from within. Ice shall melt, seas
shall rise and lands now dry will submerge.
Earthquakes will continue to shake and re-arrange.
Magnetism and your poles will move erratically; Earth’s rotation shall wobble to cause
this. No notice shall you have on the surface yet the effects will be clear. Travel will difficult and
societies will be more local. Nations shall fracture and localized focus will prevail.”
“This sounds like the end,” bemused John.
“Endings are always beginnings, as all things continue. You shall see and enjoy. Thank
you John, I hope to see you in person thus you, me.”
John got up, went to the door and looked up at the dark blue sky. He gazed at bright
Venus below the crescent moon, and spotted a sharp, bright blue light dot, a large planet? It
blinked three times; “Who could that be?” John thought.
The combined voices of Doshar and Bindar responded.
“We return to Canopus now and bid you farewell, John, to soon meet again!” With that,
the blue light moved steadily away, to the right of where it blinked. Suddenly, abruptly it shot
across the entire sky, then disappeared.

Postface
Of primary interest to nearly anyone reading about The Shift is timing; when, what, where so
that I can avoid and escape. Should I buy a house, get a mortgage, an electric car or hybrid
vehicle? When will the magnetic poles begin to dance around, how long will the dim period of
reduced sunlight caused by accumulated volcanic ash last, will trees survive it, why will it
become warm as a result but not cold, and so on and so forth.
Neither life station nor location will continue unaffected by what's happening, for any human
being. As of this writing ―mid 2020― consider human generated effects from the corona virus
plague, epidemic or pandemic.
We humans incarnate for experience, "surprise(s)" among the greatest, most valuable emotions
we have. Revelation of timing along Earth calendar perceptions would undermine almost
completely the purpose and effects for which you came to Earth.
If you live to see the geophysical events now beginning to affect Earth, you did not come to
keep things as they are. It often feels good to do that, but do you notice how it never lasts?
The one constant upon which we can count? Change. The more we prefer predictability, the
less of it we have. We discover bits and pieces, quickly developing hopes, habits and routines
with nearly anything.
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Sooner or later, something comes along to drastically shift life. Insurance would not exist if
certainty as we like and prefer, extended to nearly anything we have.
I do not get the information for which day, week, month or even year volcanoes will erupt or to
what extent. Even if dates and places were supplied, nobody would believe them until
predicted events occurred. Once belief in the ability to predict events and patterns were
established, I would be overwhelmed and besieged.
This has already happened. I once correctly channeled an outcome but then misinterpreted a
second time. A reader wagered big money on my accuracy, since I "am never wrong" (reader's
sentiment, not mine). A lesson was learned from that experience by several of us, myself as
much as anybody.
Alien extraterrestrials will play key roles in human societies, because many of us will require
information few shall believe comes reliably from another human, such as this book. Our visitor
cousins will arrive in ways we have not seen yet across the board, with words of advice, comfort
and explanations. Alien extraterrestrials positively electrify a great many people, well trained in
their desire for thrills, entertainment and the fascination provided by zombies, werewolves,
witches and ETs. The inclusion of the fictional pro- and epilogues is intended to depict a reality
of Earth and observation of us. More information on this topic is available in this author's 2018
book.
Economic phases and cycles are only detected ended after several to many subsequent months
pass; the pattern of a recession or expansion emerges from retrospective trend analysis . While
still passing through one, we can only at best know it's underway, but no more. We cannot say
with certainty its ending, known only well afterwards. We cannot predict starts or levels, even if
symptoms are apparent.
You've read briefly about the changes coming to Earth but far more importantly, at what will
follow. You have knowledge, thus confidence. When things are swirling, burning, steaming,
erupting and shaking, you will know it's but a phase with a bright ending for mankind. The Shift
won't become less interesting, less dramatic or less shocking at moments big things occur,
because of what you know, but it will allow a long view that completion is coming. An
opportunity for mankind to make great positive changes will be presented; humans will take
good advantage.
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